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ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

LOCAL AFFAIRS

Liberty National Bank
'uccoaoor to tho

WEDNESDAY

NEW

Burrlll Notional Bonk
M.

OF ELLSWORTH

L.

Bijou
Legal

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Adams.
theatre
Notices.

W. F.

Consult Us

Freoly

The officers and directors of this bank are
always at your dis
all tinancial matters. Vour affairs will be held

posal on

fidentta! and

our

experience

strictly
helpful.

and advice may prove

Wyman.
Sllvy & I. in n eh a n.
Hardwoorl factory.
Hancock County Nuraery Co.

con-

SCHEDULE OF MAILS.

OFFICERS

Orlando W, Foss. Pres.,
Edw. F. Small. Cashier,

A. E.
F. J.

Farnsworth, Vice Prea.,
Dnnieavy, Assistant Cashier,

I> I RECTORS

Charles R. Burrill
A. B. Crabtree
A. E. Farnsworth
Orlando W. Foss

Chas. K. Foster
Dr. Lewis Hodgkins

Harvard C. Jordan
Henry W. Sargent

Ellsworth PootoIBcr.
MAILS RECEIVED
West—6.47 a. m.; 4.31 p. m.
East—11.11 a. m.; 6.27 p. m
MAILS CLXJSE AT POSTOFFICE.
Going West—10.40 a. m.; 6.00 p. m.
Going East—6.15 a. m.; 4.00 p. m.

From
From

Registered mall should be at post-

office half

IT PAY8 TO TRADE AT THIS STORE
Agrnt for I'M or lit) Bartow

Quality

Service

I'otirrn. and Pnlilioulona.

Xew White Gaberdine for Skirts, 30 inches wide
per yard.

*1.19
Ladles’ Ipswich Grey Fibre Silk Hose,
all sizes

a

ti.os value

98 cents
For this week

only,

a

28 per cent discount on all Silks
and Velvet Bags

New Petticoats in Sateens and

HeatherUlooms, black

colors, priced at

81.49,81.98, 82.25

andupto

85.98

inch Bleached Summer Days’ Cambric, a
good
for underwear, per yard

)ti

and

quality

39 cents
8«n<1 tm your mall order*, we
fill them promptly nud care-

Value

fully
that

M. L.

ami

pay

amount to

pottage on all
91.00 or over.

ADAMS,

Growth

95 MAIN ST.

What Did We Tell You?
We told you last week we were
going to break the
back of winter by talking autos. Did
you hear it break?
And others are talking auto now. Some

going to get left
get busy now. Come in

ers are

on

intending buyquick delivery unless they

and see us.

We have the

Doit, Chalmers and Overland
for immediate delivery.

Dodge
Several Fords and

a

bargains

and

Also agents for

Cadillac

Chevrolet are among our good
in second-hand cars.

SILVY & LINNEHAN, Inc.
El_l_S WO RTH,

Telcpnone

MAINE:

123

CEDAR WANTED
W

in the market for Cedar for railroad ties,
iiud posts.
Will buy ih the round, or hewn two
sides. If you have any cedar, it will
pay you to see
us now.
We are paying top market price.
e are

MOOR & F08TER
Block
Ellsworth, Maine

QfHccjwanning

WOMAN WANTED!
Competent
M>n\eniences

wanted for

woman

to make

work

"ages paid in proportion

to

general housework. All modern
light. Very little washing. Highest
ability. Middle-aged woman preferred.

MRS. H. A. ROBINSON

ELLSWORTH.MAINE
....

--—

AHK

*OU

UIV1AU YOUH U\KS A
FAIR CHANCEf
Several have come to me wearing a
cheap spherical glass when they should
nave had compound
cylinder
lenses
months ago.
Eyes corrected as they
should be may cost you more to-day,
but will save dollars in the future, and
perhaps your eyesight.

Edward H. Baker
Graduate Optometrist and Registered Eire Specialist

SHOPPING

Biblical Petroleum.
Petroleum Is first mentioned In the
Bible In the account of the destruction
G' wav
is bees
Davis
t0 anan'
oesrs to
n°unce
peop,G °* Hancock coun- of the tower of Babel. The partially
ty that
®he **
8"e
la at
a
their service to shop j evaporated fluid Is there
referred to
goods
Procurable in their ! m “allme,” which “they had for
'l®1
reality.
morReferences.
References?
tar."
r***i Hotel
Brunawii-k, lloston.

source foth*'
°Kthe
—

0wnaioca?ttvd8
Addr..ait^

__

_

hour before mall closes.

an

John A. Scott and family of Corinna are in Ellsworth for a few
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. George Wescott have
returned from Portland where
they
spent the winter with relatives.
There will be a public supper at
the Unitarian vestry next
Wednesday
evening at 6.30.
All the machinery for Frank S
Sawyer’s lath mill Is In, and it is expected now to begin sawing the last
of this week.
The woman's relief corps will
meet
Thursday
afternoon
(if
pleasant) with Mrs Maria Durgain
at her rooms in the
Manning block.
Mrs. Ida L. Sinclair left last Friday evening for Boston, for a two»WKS
course at tue Kastman School
I
j of Professional Photography.
| Mr. and Mrs. Roger Higgins left
Saturday, Mr. Higgins to attend the
Boston auto show this week, while
Mrs. Higgins will visit relatives in
Portland.
A son was born March 4 to Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Dondis o£ Rockland,
at the home of Mrs. Dondis'
parents,
In Ellsworth.
Mrs. Dondis was forMiss
Ida
Povich.
merly
The schools of the city closed Frifor
a
vacation
of two weeks inday
stead of one as originally planned.
The extension of the vacation is due
to the shortage of fuel at the high
school.
The ladies of the Catholic club will
give a St. Patrick’s sociable in K. of
C. hall this evening, at 8 o’clock.
The entertainment will consist of
cards and a musical program, and a
lecture on St. Patrick by Rev. Fr.
Gorman.
The public is cordially invited.

Temporary relief, at least, in the
coal shortage in Ellsworth, came today in the arrival of a car of egg
coal.
Mr. Jones, of the C. W. Grindal estate, reports that a car of nut
and stove coal is also on the way,
and is expected here before the end
of this week.
The Methodist club will give a tencent social in the vestry Thursday
evening, March 25. A program of
dialogues, reading and musical numbers will be carried out, and games
for all.
Home made candy will be
for sale, and there will be a guess
cake.
Everybody is invited.
Here’s oneto make the smart old
men and women of Maine sit up and
take notice.
No one would call Mrs.
"old," however.

Carter
Mrs.
had
some business in Ellsworth last Friday, so she walked over—a little
jaunt ot twenty-seven miles. Anyone
who knows the condition ot the roads
in this section in Friday's thaw and
rain will realize that it wasn’t a summer stroll.
Mrs. Carter got a ride a
small part of the way, between Surry
She wanted to start
and Ellsworth.
back in the rain and slush Saturday,
but Ellsworth friends prevailed upon
her to remain over.
Sunday morning, about 9 o'clock, she started for
home, on foot, for she said she had to
be there in time to get supper.
Mrs. George N. Worden received a
telegram from Mr. Worden last
night announcing that he had accepted the position of county leader
of boys' and girls’ clubs for Clallam
county, Washington, with headquarters at Port
If Clallam
Angeles.
doesn’t
know
it already,
county
Hancock county would like to tell
her that she’s got the right man,
worth coming all the way across the
continent for.
Mrs. Worden and
Miss Sprague will leave for thq West
next week.

Roy Young

of Lamoine lost a
horse on the Lamoine road Saturday evening. The horse got down
in the snow just beyond the Beechand
in
land
corner,
wallowing
around got deep into the snow and
After trying for some time
slush.
to get the animal up alone, he went
When he returned,
for assistance.
the horse was dead from exhaustion
It was at first reported
and chill.
that the horse had drowned in the
main road, which would not have
been surprising if he had fallen on
the flat this side of the Beechland
schoolhouse. where there was more
than a foot of water across the road
in places.

Girls Wanted

nn

that

is

un

pvptv

Have you, established

credit

your

in

this

community?
A bank account is

of the best builders of

one

credit.

%

It

is to

your financial advantage
Checking Account with this institution.

Bank with

to

have

a

us.

Capital, #100,000

Surplus

and

profits, #150,000

Union IfeusT Company
q^Ellsworth,Mauve

twice every week.
Some job, eh.
for one man?
Yes, but hear this:
Mr. Haney is seventy-eight years old.
Now heat it if you can.
Hoyt Smith of East Lamoine, as
well known in Ellsworth as in his
home town, had a narrow escape
from being drowned like a rat in a
pail last Thursday. Mr. Smith went
alone to the mineral spring o nthe
The snow and ice
hill, for water.
were high around the cement-walled
spring, and as Mr. Smith Was dipping
the water in a pail, the snow gave
way beneath him, and he plunged
The water in the
into the spring.
spring is something like six feet deep
and the cement sides and bank of
snow and ice around the spring afTo add to his
forded no hand-hold.
difficult position, he had dislocated
one
in
his fall into the
shoulder
spring. Mr. Smith was almost exhausted and had about given up hope
when he succeeded in reaching a
board that had fallen from the roof
of. the spring house.and with the assistance of this dragged himself from
His cries for help had
the spring.
been heard by a man far down the
hill, who reached him after he had
succeeded in getting out, and assisted
Aside from his dislocathim home.
ed shoulder, Mr. Smith seems to have
suffered no ill effects from his trying experience and exposure.
or

TO MV fill
SlTOlTfe ATW'
VUSUmUJIS.

The Daily papers contain articles relating to the
business of Fire
Insurance particularlyattention to the increased values of buildings and
stocks, owing to the abnormal prices of
building materials and the high cost of labor. It may be that your insurance is not sufficient to cover any possible loss, If not I would like to
place additional intutanee for you
The SO per cent clause does not affect
any Insurance pol iciea issued on propertv outside of
hydraut protection, rt will coat nothing to talk this over with me. Call me on the
Phone or
write me. Better still, call at my office and we will talk it over.

callin|

Yours

Respectfully,
O. W. TAPLEY.

TEACHERS’ SALARIES.

week and a maximum of $18.
The matter will go before the
and board of aldermen for
their full consideration of
appropriations Saturday afternoon, at which
time the arguments of the
majoritywill be submitted by Mr. Maddocks
and of the minority by Mr.
Whiting.
Detailed
statements
hare
been
prepared on both sides of the question, and all matters of school work
will be presented very fully before
the municipal officers.
Mr. Stevens is preparing a schedule of teachers’ salaries and expenses
of other towns, which will undoubtedly be of great value to the board
in arriving at a conclusion.

Split in School Hoard on Appropriation to Ik- Asked.
After spending two entire afternoons, trying to agree on a budget
for the school system for the city of
Ellsworth for the ensuing year, the
school board was unable to agree on
the question of teachers’
ilaries for
common
schools, and some other
minor items.
Messrs. Maddocks and
McGown
were in favor of an average increase
of $3 a week, with a minimum of $12
and a maximum of $16.
Mr. Whiting, chairman, backed by Supt.
Stevens, urged a minimum of $15 a

mayor

H

r

CITY MEETING.
Finance

Committee

Have

Empowered

Aceounts

to

A recess meeting of the city government was held Saturday afternoon, with Mayor Heath presiding
and the full board present.
It was voted that M. H. Clement be
dismissed from service at the engine
house, and Alderman Smith of ward
1 was appointed a committee of one
to so notify him.
There was considerable discussion
be paid
as to the compensation to
men

iui

nui

uu

tuc

theatre:

ODD

BUILDING

F"EI_l_OWS

Thursday—William Farnum in his big seven-act
duction, “The Jungle Trail"
Admission 10 and 20 cents

including

pro-

War Tax.

Tuesday and Wednesday, March 23,24—'“The Crisis"
in nine acts.

Admission 25 and 35c

1115una.ro.

difference of opinion existed as to
whether a standard wage for all men
should be adopted, or a sliding scale,
optional with the street commissionThe
er as to the value of the man.
sliding scale plan was adopted by a
vote of three to two, and the scale
fixed at from 2.50 to $3 for a ninehour day, for the time actually on
the job, and not to include the time
taken going to and from the place of
work.
It was voted to pay men and single
teams $4.50 a day, and men and
double teams $6.
A special teachers’ roll of $519.81
for payment of out-of-town teachers
leaving for the spring recess, was

passed.
On motion of Alderman Small, it
was

bijou

Audited.

Page & Shaw

Huylers

The Best
We

now

Candy in Town

have the agency for Apollo

Chocolates,

also

Gutli, Fenway

and Cadet

Moore’s
Corner

Opposite

Pharmacy
Rostoffico,

Ellsworth

Liggetts

Apollo

unanimously

VOTED, That the finance committee
be and hereby is fully authorized, directed and empowered to have made as
complete and full an audit of all th^
books, records and all accounts of the
city of Ellsworth as in their judgment
is necessary, and to employ for the
purpose such person (or persons) as Is,
at their discretion, legally necessary,
or otherwise.
The matter of the appointment of
H. Bresnahan as a constable at
large was laid on the table.
Bonds of George C. Pierson, treasurer, and P. J. Phillips, street commissioner, were accepted and ordered
filed.
It was voted to fix the hours for
the city clerk’s office to be regularly
open for business each week day at
from 9 to 12 and 1 to 4.
Tax Collector Gaynor will also have his office at the aldermen's room.
A recess was taken to next Saturday at 1.30 p. m.
J.

Wednesday. March 17, at K.'of C.
hall—St. Patrick’s sociable by ladies
of Catholic club.
Admission, including refreshments, 35cents.
Wednesday evening, March 24, at
Unitarian vestry—Public supper at
6.30.
Thursday, March 25, at Methodist
vestry—Ten-cent social by Methodist club.

APPLY AT FACTORY

CESbuTldE

mnrn-

ELLSWORTH

For Polishing Work

No. 11.

I

at 4 o’clock, and has shoveled
snow until near midnight when occasion required, and walked to the
Ellsworth Falls school and hack once

COMING EVENTS.

Factory

IfrtMU) AS IIOOND OLA A A MATTBB
AT THB ■LLHWOHTH POATOPPICB.

ing

-AT-

Hardwood

I

asbfrlissrmmtB.

The wman's chib will meet March
23 with Mrs. C. R. Burrill.
Mrs. O.
W. Tapley will read a paper on New
Orleans and the Mardi Gras.
The Ellsworth A. A. basket-ball
team certainly can twang the harp.
Last Friday they met the "Harps" of
bangor In a game at Hancock hall.
The first period wad fairly close and
interesting, but that was only a sort
of tunlng-up process.
After that
there was some music, with Ellsworth doing all the playing.
The
final score was 56 to 14 in favor of
Ellsworth.
The “Harps,” it is said,
was an unbeaten team when it came
to Ellsworth.
On the same evening
the Ellsworth high school team met
Hampden academy at Hampden.losing in a well-contested game by the
score of 20-18.
A return game between these teams will be played at
Hancock
hall
this
evening. The
proceeds will be for the high school
building fund.
Most men tljink they are doing a
pretty good job when they keep one
furnace and the kitchen fire going a
winter like this.
Listen to this:
Edward Haney of Ellsworth, janitor
of
three
schoolhouses
and
one
church, two of the schoolhouses being separated by something like two
miles, has kept nine furnaces and
five stoves going this winter, mostly
with wood, and green wood at that,
and handled it himself, putting it in.
And he has kept his buildings comfortably warm, kept his paths shoveled and his buildings swept.
He
says he has shoveled more snow this
winter than in all the twenty-eight
years he has been at this work put
together—and no one will dispute
him

I
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THOMPSON

IS/IAIfM STREET

F"ir©, Marine and Automobile Insurance
Representing
The

t-qultable Fire end Marine Insurance Co.
OF HARTFORD, CONN.

C. C.

BURRILL
—

&

SON

Established 1867—

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
of

representing

the

seme

leading ccmisides

Abstractor of Titles
I wish to announce that I have 1
opened an office in Ellsworth, as a i
public abstractor of titles,
Having
retired from the insurance business
after twenty-five years’ service, and-'
recently completed a term of office as
assessor, I am now in a position to
give all my time to this work. All
matters entrusted to me will be given
prompt and thorough attention.

e.
ttmce

t.
and

sowl.ee:

Attorney

at

Law.

Kesidence, 174 Main St.

Telephone,

109.

il

This and

ioreign countiie

L. E. TREADWELL
Agent for

the International
Harvester Co. of America

10- 20 TITAN KEROSENE TRACTOR
11- 2. 3, 6. 10 Horsepower Kerosene Engine

I. H. C. Motor Trucks, from 3-4 ton up
Every order promptly
and

attended

Information given.

to,

for

MUTUAL BENEFIT COLUMN.
Edited by “Aumt Madge.”

Sunset.

The sad news \\as received this
week ol the death of Mrs. Fannie
O’Connell and her son Ralph, both of
whom died in the hospital in Belfast
after a short illness of pneumonia.
Mrs. O'Connell was formerly of Sunone
a
husband,
She leaves
set.
brother, Alfred Clark of Castine. and
a
sister, Mrs. Tryphosia Eaton of

purposes of this column are
succinctly stated in the title and motto
—it is for the mutual benefit, and aims
Being for
to be helpful and hopeful.
the common good It is for the common
use—a public servant, a purveyor of
information and suggestions, a medium
i for the interchange of ideas, in this caSpringfield.
it solicits communications, and
Salon
built
been
pacity
has
A cottage
its success depends largely on the supmon point for Alice Southworth.
Comport given it in this respect.
Clyde Smith cut one foot badly munications must be signed, but the
name of writer will not be printed exwhile working in the woods.
Communications
cent by permission.
John C. Olmstead. a summer res- will be subject
to approval or rejection
ident here, and known from coast to by the editor of the column, but none
without good reason.
coast as a landscape gardener and de will be* rejected
! Address all communications to The
signer of park systems, died Febru- American, Ellsworth, Me.
ary 25 at his home in Brookline,
Mass., aged stvty-seven years.
COUNT YOUR BLESSINGS.
It is reported that the Filenes of
I was feeling
discontented and
disBoston have bought Mill island.
satisfied with things,
Mrs. Walter Small and her son
I was counting my reverses with a
Ravmond are both ill of grip.
The

And

I made myflfelf the victim
thousand different stings.

imagination

That

ITS UNWISE
until toto-day’s duty
pot
If your stomach
morrow.
acid-disturbed take
off

I

JI
■

>

;

Sj

HILLS
FIVE MILLION
USED IT LAST

was

thoroughly discouraged and dejected and I said.

all.
They

were

CASCARA?) quinine
sure,

you

no

a

What

a

ever

your

heart

mine

do.

blessings

when

you’re

possess,
Thank the lucky stars above you
that you’re strong.
Just gaze out of your window for an
hour or even less.
And count the crippled men that

along.
tragedy and sorrow that are
burdening men’s lives
It will set you to rejoicing if you do.
It will give you real courage to reflect
pass

In

Agony

of Rheumatism and Gout, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Chest Colds and
Sore Throat Ended in Half the
Time It Takes Other Remedies,

the

when care arrives
Of the many who are
than you.

far

worse

off

—L, E. T.

blister—It lg alwsj
“e—Its
grandmother's
oh
mustard
plaster with oth<
pain killers added.
9ui<*est remedy in tb
for
lameness, sore muscles stl

won',t..

Dear M. B. Friends:
The snow embargo has given people time to “count their mercies,”
and those wrere fortunate who could
place fuel and good health near the
head of the list.

_/3j?
world 5C8t

beadkcbT'Sd Chile.

Bogy's Mbstarine—ask for It by nam,
Is made of real,
honest, yellSw
tar*—not cheap substitute!. Use It freel
to draw the
feet-

sore

like

troubled, count the joys that you

Drue S*mre»

those

were

came,

cowardly

would
Count

KILLS PAIN
IN 5 MINUTES

from

I had

woes

with shame

now

sorrow

cold in 24
opiates—breaks
hours—relieves grip in 3 days.
Money back it it fails. The
genuine box has a Red
Htll*s
i th
Mr.
/( AT

the

whimpering at trifles, and I tell

was

My troubles were but little ones and
few.
I began to sit and wonder if a real

Standard cold remedy for 20 years
form—safe,

bearing heavy burdens and
patient and resigned,

In comparison
small.
I

fiROMlOt
up

were

Dear Aunt Madge and M. B.’s:
Hello.
After being deprived of the
privilege of using this word over the
telephone for two weeks, now that service is resumed it seems to be the
only
greeting worth while.
February has been a tough month,
with all kinds of weather and
enough
I were writing direct to the

chilblains, too, and fc
Lt,„,
frosted feet. (or.
Ask for and get Mustarin
always In the yellow box.

STOPS PA\N

MUSTARIlSf-W.
caNNOT busted

DISAPPEARED
When He Tried “Fruit-a-tives”
or Fruit Liver Tablets
Mount Belknap Hotel,
Lak sport, N.H„
“At 70 years of age, chronic Constipation was causing me to suffer with

distressing Headaches, Dizziness and
Indigestion.
I believe I have taken more medicine than any half-dozen people in
town ; bui nothing did me good until 1
tried 'Fruit-a-tices'.
I could see their good
After taking them for three

Right away
effects.

my

as

There isn’t any luck in life for me,
I haven’t any reason to rejoice and lift
my head.
Then I saw a little fellow lead a poor
man by the hand
From whose eyes had passed the
shining light of day.
And the folly of my whining I began
to understand,
I was better off than he was anyway.
I began to look about me and it seemed
*
that I could find
Great numbers whom I envied not at

HILL’S

pain

a

grumbling loud and kicking at
my most unlucky bed
And I finished every sentence with a

I

AsK for

tablet

pictured

of

sigh.
a cheery whistle sounded and it
stopped me on the spot.
When I saw a cripple slowly limping

the discomfort of acid-dyspeps’.a.
MADE DY SCOTT & BOWNE
MAKERS OF SCOTTS EMULSION

9

j

I

Then

digestion comfort
today* A pleasant relief from

I

!

was

is

KntOlDS

kj

j

own.

the new aid to

r^hi,„,ir
fashioned

(

"Sadie.”

March 10.

to

til mi ms

MOTTO:—HELPFUL AND HOPEFUL.

months,

my bowels were regular,
and the other ailments disappeared”,
FRANK A. HALE.
50c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size 25c.
At dealers or from FRUIT-A-TIVES
Limited, OGDENSBURG, N. Y.
paper should not have dared to mention it. for I think the editor once said
that
weather
was
not
news,
but
thought if this got a pass from Aunt
Madge, it would be all right.
Have enjoyed reading the column,
there have been so many interesting
and helpful suggestions.
Have felt
guilty when Aunt Madge has been left
alone.
In a personal letter from Aunt
Maria she said, "write for the column.”
but I don’t know of anything that
would be of interest to the readers.
Was interested in E. A. N.’s letter of
hist week and can see where it might
benefit us who live in the country
where the roads so often get blocked.
Hope none of us will be obliged to
make
use
of the
suggestions, but
often "an ounce of prevention is worth
a pound of cure.”
This has been a good winter for
working at home, for people have little
desire to go out.
Have recently made
a friendship square for a friend.
She
will have a pretty quilt
when completed. It was of pieces oT bleached
cloth in crazy work.
Basted the pieces
on a square of paper the desired size,
stitched them on machine, removed the
paper, then worked all of the seams
with red tambo.
Have made a quilt
in a similar manner, using pieces of
goods that were figured as well as
plain but were white. This was not
stitched
with
white
worked.
Just
thread, lined with thin cloth, without
batting and quilted w'ith a few rows
of stitching each way on the machine
to keep the two in place.
It made a
cheap and neat spread. A neighbor
in
the
same
made one of lawn
way.
It
was
colors.
very
using
bright
She said it was worth somepretty.
thing to use up the pieceB she handled
over so many times.
Had three
Have done some reading.
books at Christmas, "Gloria of Treeless
Street,” by Annie Hamilton Donnell;
"Dr. Lavender’s People,” by Margaret
Deland, and "The Old Order Changeth."
If this should escape the basket,
hope it may find all the clan well and
nappy.
Yours

as

C.

ever

It is nice to hear from “C Bv-theSea” again, anti those who are busying themselves with quilts and rugs
will find something in your letter to
help them.
Editor of the Column:
Have noticed in your M. B. columns

DON'T you like a nice white kitchen?
Of

you do-

because it looks
clean. And you’d like the mill that makes
course

William Tell
FLOUR

so

the

past

two

week#

several

in-

quiries and references to "Pierpont’s
Young: Reader.” I think in many old
houses would be found copies of that

A physician’s

book now.
A few years ago I cam*into possession of some old hooks, and
were two copies of the
them
among
“Young Reader.” They are badly worn
and show signs of having been used
In school.
Yours truly,
Q. S. BRIDGES.

famous

proved

blessing

a

to

^

Crane’s introduction
“No
matter
what
or
whether you have
ybur religion,
no religion at all, you ought to he
familiar with the bible, if for no
other reason than that it is the most
widely-read book in the world, and,
that no person can claim to be Intel-”
ligent. in a broad sense, to whom it
is unknown.
Can you answer at
least fifteen of these questions?
If
not. it indicates a defect.”

case

inio

me

none

A wonderfully soothing, healing and penetrating
anodyne for Cough*, Colds, Grippe, Sore Threat,
Chills, Cramps, Sprains, Strains, Cuts. Burns, Bruises,
*nd many other internal and external ills. There is
“just as good” as this ever reliable old

5. Who was called the Psalmist?
fi.
Give six of the ten commandments.
",
Who was Ruth?
Ksther? Jexebel?
8.
Who was John the Baptist?
9. What
was the Passover?
10, Who built the
temple and wrote Proverbs? 11, Who
was Jesus' mother?
12, Who was Pilate?
Elijah? Abraham?
13, What
was the story of the Prodigal Son? The
Good Samaritan? 14, Who was Gabriel?
Apollyon? Samuel? 15, In what country were the Israelites in bondage? IS.
What is meant by Joseph's coat?
17,
Who was reported the strongest man?
18, With what witch did King Saul
consult?
19, What is the Apocalypse?
20, Name the four gospels.

v

remedy with

a

•

to its credit.

every desirable

a

table

beverage

and has none of the harm
of coffee.

This All-American table

beverage must be boiled
20 minutes.

For children and

“There's

steamship.

South Penobscot.
The people of the Baptist parish
feel that they have much cause for
rejoicing along the lines of church
activity. The new year began with
all bills and apportionments paid,
and the treasury not empty. Recently repair much needed on the vestry
of the church have been made.
It is
earnestly hoped that further improvements can he made in the
spring by the installation of electric
lights. The young ladies of 'he Sunday school met with Miss Ruth Perkins Tuesday evening for the purpose of organizing a church aid- soOfficers chosen:
ciety.
President,
Marie Mitchell, vice-pres., Christie
Bowden; secretary, Dorothy Grindle;
treasurer, Ruth Perkins.
Miss Alta Wood, R. N., of Orland,
who has been caring for Mrs. A. E.
Cain, has returned to her home.
Mrs. Gage Grindle has returned
from Surry, where she spent three
weeks, caring for her mother, who
has been ill.
March 9.
L.

gives you
quality in

few

Fred I Hall has a contract to build
several row-boats for Boston parties.
Forrest Allen and wife, who have
been visiting in Bluehill, are home.
After many weeks of ice embargo,
the
Archer
little
steamer
May
reached the wharf with a load of
freight Saturday, after having made
several ineffectual attempts to reach
the dock.
There was beginning to
be an acute shortage of many things,
and people were indeed glad to see
the boat at the wharf.
March 15.
"Xenophon."

success

Cereal

Cecil Segar is employed by the
Bluehill Bay Lumber Co. on Long
island.
The condition of W. A. Hale, who
is in the hospital at Bangor, remains
about the same.
Mrs. Florence Five and daughter
Leola returned Sunday from a visit
at Bluehill Falls.
Charles Henderson and Allen Cole
w ho have been ill, are better.
John Allen went to Boston last
week to resume his duties as engia

century of

POSTUM

days.

neer on

over a

Health and Comfort
Flavor and Economy

-o-

\ortti ltrooklin.
Byron Roberts is home for

family

none

nenr

cup sugar, 1 cup molasses, 2 cups
rolled oats (uncooked), 2 eggs,. 1
teaspoon soda, spice to taste, flour to
make stiff batter so as to spread with
knife.
Drop by spoonful on a pan
and pat smooth with knife.—L. E. T.
Pickled Apples—Pare a peck of
sweet apples, but leave them whole.
Take 3 pounds brown sugar, 2 quarts
vinegar, one-half ounce cinnamon
and cloves, mix together, boil part
with apples until they are tender but
Then take them out.
not broken.
heat remainder of vinegar and sugar
well together, and pour over them.
Seal in glass until wanted.—L. E. T.

over

Anodyne
Liniment

...

1. Who was Cain?
2. Who built the
ark?
3, Under what circumstances did
the handwriting on the wall appear?
was

for

Johnson’s

Thats It

This is Dr.
to bible tests:

«no

humanity

100 years.

Now that the “Young Reader” is
getting “popular” again, you are fortunate to have two copies.

i.

prescription for
use that has

internal and external

a

grown-ups.

Reason”

Two Sizes 25^ and 15^ All
*

grocers.

Made by Postum Cereal Co. Battle Creek. Mich.

North Itrooksville.
William Green is spending the
winter with his aunt, Mrs. Rose
Douglass, at West Rrooksville.
Grace Stover is home from West
Tremont for two weeks.
Lester Hawes shot a bobcat in bis
hen-pen
cat
recently. The
had
killed seventeen hens and one duck.
Lois Black and Marlon Saunders

“1 want
*

James Green received mml last
week of the death of Ills atep-d utRhHelen Moody, in Belfast
Clarence Lymburnor and «;fe are
visiting in Brooklln.
Lila Veaiie of Bluehlll is
iting
her aunt. Annie Qrindie.
March t>.
C.
have gone to Little Deer Isle to
teach.
ter.

ONE can of
Red Raspberries"

you to ate

Sl/PERBA

•

Thew berries are simply delicious, the most delicious you ever tasted.
They make pics and short
cakes yon will never
forget. Poured on ice cream—
well say friend
you wouldn't believe anything
could be so genuinely delicious.
d canncd
for years and really SUpcdoVd
FfcRBA Red
Raspberries afford the greatest treat it
—

••'■’S'*

w wu«i«

Phone—or be sure and list SUPERBA Red Ras}
berries on your next order.
y°U eTtr b°y yOUr Camied ^ooda BY THE
CASE?
I hare a real
proposition!
Kememier SUPERBA TEAS unu
onj v.v/rrrj-ei.
COFFEES.
-—,r
a

MR- SUPEKEA

SUPf'ruI."",mVS1
MjrUits
f%r reer

in
Canoed Goods Dealer
T^U.
MnbkenTomHnaon Co., Portland. Maine

-o-

Birch Harbor.
M. H. Winslow is out. after being
laid up three weeks with a poisoned
hand.
Elmer Rice is home from the logging woods, where he has spent the
winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Stanley are receiving congratulations on the birth
of a son, born Feb. 27 (Rov Stanley

jr.)
for the

very

from

to bottom—clean as a pin.

By

top

clean

same

machines,

reason.

the wheat

It’s

clean

is scoured

and ground—then the flour is sifted

through

finest silk, put into new clean sacks and

sealed,

No human hand touches it until
opened in your kitchen.

the sack is

We kuow you want your flour clean and
pure and we take no chances.

Next

time, tell

your

Grocer—William Tell

and get the very best.

WHITCOMB, HAYNES & WHITNEY

Mrs. B. W. Hancock is in Winter
Harbor caring for her daughter and
husband, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Myrick, who are ill of influenza.
March 8.
C.
-o-

South Brooksrille.
Levi Ladd, who has been employed
in Hermon, is at home.
Miss Mabel Bowden is recovering
from an operation for appendicitis.
The mails are badly delayed by
the deep snows, and the harbor and
bay are frozen so that there is no
steamboat, so we are cut off from the
outside world.
The
drama,
“Diamonds
and
Hearts,” was presented to a large
and appreciative audience at Foresters’ hall Thursday evening.
Those
in the cast were Leona
Newman,
Emma Condon, Marjorie Smallidge,
Iva Huntington. Horace Eaton, Beatrice Ladd, Arthur Newman, ElWell
Chatto, Bakeman Bates, Gtraide
Condon and Horace Wardwcll.
The
proceeds of the evening were $31, for
benefit of the church.
The people are planning for a supper March 18, at Foresters’ hall, for
benefit of the church.
March 8.
C.
-o-

Subscribe for the
Ellsworth American

At first

signs of

a

cold

or

grip

take

JANES COLD TABLETS
*

GUARANTEED

Much

oo
/

FINE “GRIDIRON” AT COBLENZ

A MILLIONAIRE

1 nnPfffP m*y b®
I^VUIV

too

By GEORGE

When the skin is sallow

(

ovr.

-o-

Mount Desert.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Salisbury
have gone to Bath, where Mr. Sulls-

employment.

Miss Agnes Somes has employment
the home of J. A. Somes.
B. L. Nutttng is spending a few
days at his home In London, N. H.,
while Nutting's mill is shut down
during the bad weather.
Hurry E. Gray has returned home
from Brockton, having recently recovered
from
a
severe attack of
at

places suggested
common

become

spot to avoid for the royand miners when on a ramA
page.
wayfarer might be given a
free meal, but old Joel watched him
susplclqjjsly until he was clear of the

A

place.
“They

son Hobart
have arrived at Buenos Aires. S. A.
G.
March 15.

Eden.
Maurice Alley, who has been in
New York the past six months, is
home.
Ernest Jordan visited his sister.
Mrs. A. B. Grant, last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Waldo Jordan vist il Mrs. Jordan's parents, O. B. Lend and wife, last week.
V.
March 15.
South Hancock.

Stanley Gordon has moved
.umily home from Surry.

his

Mrs. S. F. Shaw, who has been
her daughter. Mrs. A. H. Colvell. since Dec. 4. returned to ProsShe was act Harbor Tuesday.
from
•r anied by her son Richard
harleston for two weeks vacation.
Mrs. Charlotte Homer Of WashingA. H. Colton Junction is visiting at
.u

well's.
March 15.

W.
—o-

-rite for the
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sun,

boiling

a swashbuckling, worthhe told Eveline.
“Drink,
gambling, and working the old worn
out diggings instead of settling down
to respectable farming.”
Land and Its accumulation was the
hobby of Dalton and his great dream
wus to acquire
the eight thousand
acres known as Grass Valley.
“Some day this stretch will be a
perfect paradise," he predicted. “Once
real workers get to coming, the man
who has the land will reap a royal
fortune."
Evallne had been sent for a hay
rake and the discovery of the stranger had startled and then Interested
her.
Her father appeared abruptly.
“What’s this, now?” he demanded.
Evallne flushed, for her glance at
the hnndsfome Intruder was Intense.
She stepped aside with a certain degree of fear, for she knew her father
to be naturally harsh tempered.
“A tramp, eh?” he observed gratimrly. "Worse—a rustler, or looks It.”
"Father,’’ ventured Evnline gently,
“don't be so rough with him, please.
He Is young and honest looking."
"He Is battered up from a fight,
and
probably sleeping off a spree.
Here, wake up 1”
The slumberer struggled to his feet,
seizing a heavy cudgel at Ills side.
“You'll not get me again!" he
shouted, “you ruffian crew 1”
“Oh, excuse me,” he added Instantly, observing Evallne. “I fancied”—
but he did not complete the sentence.
He moved unsteadily on one foot and
winced, and noticing that its shoe
was bedabbled with blood Dalton unbent a trifle.
“What’s the matter with your foot?"
he questioned.
“Only a bullet,"
replied the Intruder.
"He looks half famished,” whispered Evallne. “Be gentle with him.”
"Since you’re so taken with him,
give him a meal, If you like,” grumbled Dalton.
Evallne pitied the helpless condition
and apparent suffering of the refugee.
“Lean on my shoulder,” she said, "and
get as far as the house.”
She got him to the shaded porch
where there was a rocking chair, then
going to the kitchen and returning
with a wanned up, but appetizing
meal.
She heart! voices on the porch
after returning to the kitchen. Then
her father came to her. “That stranger has a bad foot,” he observed. "I
want some bandages and the tallow.
You can fix up a shake down In the
lumber room.”

Try

it.

INOROUT is
can’t beat it.

Gallons, quarts and pints.

Bay State Liquid
To put

TkttafttaM

Painta

touch of sunshine inaids, or to
giv# ths whole outside of your house a
beautiful protection, use Bay State Liquid
Paints. There is a Bay State product for
a

•very painting job.
^
WADSWORTH. HOWLAND & CO., In*
Boston, Maae.

Largn* Pamt ami Varmith
Tea

t

can

Makar*

m

New

Emglaud

bay laereet Varakh sad Bay State PsJat freai

ulter,

^*vis Huckboard
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Ellsworth
Bur Harbor
Bar Uai!:o.

Tabbutt & Hon,
A. Lawler,
Southwest Harbor
K. Turner, »
Northeast Harbor
" Runt,
West Tivniont
!*• R charrison,
McK nicy

Cherry,

Er tport

A.
Fermild,
T. J. Hinckley,
Darrel McKay,
Allred Joyce,
J. \V. Paris,
Smith

K. M,
K.

H.

are

set,"

“Got orders and pay to do Just that,"
replied the official, tendering a letter.
“He Is a son of a big land man ut
Denver,” observed the officer to Dalton. “Worth a million In his own right,
was looking around for Investments,
got In the hands of a gang bent on

water

and live steam.
Use it for every vsrnish job.
the peer of all varnishes.
You

a

Evaline gladly set about providing
for the comfort of their guest. He had
evidently told Dalton his name, for
the latter cglled him Hudson. At the
end of five days the stranger was able
to hobble about with a cane. He was
and helped
pleasant,
entertaining
Evaline peel potatoes and shell peas,
set the table and altogether fell in
with domestic ways as If he had once
been a home body. Evaline mentioned
this to her father. “Somehow he takes
great Interest In my land Ideas,” observed Dalton. “He'd ought to be on
his way."
One morning there drove up to the
house a party of four men. Both
Evaline and her father recognised
them as members of the county constabulary force. “Looking for Arnold
Hudson,” spoke up the leader.
"That's me,"
promptly announced
Hudson, stepping forward. “Bound to
guard me safe out of the district, eh?"
he laughed.

Inorout is a fine varnish. It can be
rubbed down to an eggshell finish that
gives a deep, rich sheen to rare old
furniture. It is a rugged varnish.
Inorout stands up shiningly under
the pummeling of snow, rain, hail,

sleet, scorching

to

recent

sterers

show.
Capt. Lester Blake and

pneumonia.

scrimmage
the lawless district lying
a

beyond Joel Dalton’s ranch.
The Daltons, father and daughter,
had little to do with the rough and
ready groups. The Dalton ranch had

t'apc Hosier.
Mrs. James Peasley has returned
from Belfast, where she was called
by the Illness of her son Ivory.
Philip Gray of University of
Maine is at home for a short vacation.
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Jordan are sorry to learn of the serious Illness of their little daughter,
Georgia, in Malden. Mass.
Richard Clifford, who has been
employed in Massachusetts, is home.
Roy Babson. who has been superintendent of the Harris farm, has resigned and returned to his home in
North Brooksvllle.
All are sorry to
have him leave.
Horace Eaton has been obliged to
suspend logging on account of the

h

■-*

—

The mellow glinting sunlight flooded
past the open doorway of the forage
shed and fell upon a sleeping figure
iying prone upon the straw, that of
a young mnn. His face was clear and
open, though marked with bruises and
scratches, and his clothing tom In

less

Salisbury

COBB

Bros.,
Buckministor,
Harding,

Elaborate preparations were made at
CotiIenz, Germany, for the football seaGrounds and stadiums which

son.
11

to relieve these symptoms by
helping to remove the causes

A pretty weddfhg took place at the
Mrs. Howe C.
home of Mr. and
Smith Tuesday evening, March 9.
when Miss Mildred Gertrude Leland.
and niece of
a cousin of Mrs. Smith
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Young, was
married to Earle Lester Emery. The
The
of Mi. and Mrs. Julien Emery.
The
rooms were prettily decorated.
and
white,
the
in
was
green
formed,
parlor, where the ceremony was perdining-room in pink and white and
The
the hall in green and white.
bride was charming in a gown of
with
veil.
and
georgette,
white satin
The couple was attended by Miss
Alma Emery and Harlan Emery. Delicious refreshments were served by
Mr.
the etrl friends of the bride.
Emery is a graduate of Bar Harbor
of
and
a
M.,
and
the
U.
high school
He is a tine
member of Sigma Nu.
He served In the A. E.
voune man.
F.. and since returning from Europe
has been Instructor In the high
Mrs.
Falls.
Mechanic
at
school
Emery has lived with her aunt and
uncle in this town practically all of
her life, her mother dying when she
She
is
small child.
was
a
very
Mrs.
popular with her associates.
Emery's father. Clifford Leland. lives
Mrs.
Mr.
and
in Mariaville.
Emery
left Thursday morning for their new
home at Mechanic Falls, with the
best w ishes of their nanv friends.
R.
March 15.

ELMER

(Copyright, 1920, Western Newspaper Union 1

Beecham’s
Pills
MJtr Jr*HM>lhrM|h»Mh«*~U. la Win, 10c Ut.

Soldiers Stationed There
Facilities for Almost
Every Kind of Sport.

Have

PAUPER

dangerous

|ittle
or yellow, the
eyes dull, the head aches or sleep broken
and unrefreshing, the back aches, or there
V is a pain under the right shoulder blade—it
is an indication that the body is being
poisoned by poorly digested and imperfectly eliminated food-waste. It is a wise thing to take
a#

American

Mt. Desert
Bluehill

Hurry
Brook 1 in

Sedgwick
Sedgwick
Sedgwick
Hargentville

holding him for ransom, got away, escaped and we are deputised to get
him back home."
A shade of disappointment and
loneliness was In Eveline's eyes as
Hudson left them. She watched the
little cavalcade disappear down the
road like a breath of romance out of
her life. A week later, however, Hudson returned with his father and several others.
"They have come to talk business
with your futher about a great colonization scheme In the valley," Arnold
Hudson told Evaline. “I've come to
talk what's been on my mind ever
since I first saw you."
“What Is that?" questioned Evaline

artlessly,
"Love,"
"My heart

was

the

prompt

response

right here, where I lost
It to you. und I want you to suy you'll
Is

take care of It for the rest of our
lives.”

only partly finished

were

have
been made permanent playing fields,
and many of them compare favorably
with the best college gridirons In the
United States.
The most elaborately finished ground
Is In Coblenz, known ns "Carnival Island.”
It was on this ground that the
Third army championships were decided Inst season, hut the ground at
that time was not In as good condition ns It Is today.
Neither were
there proper facilities; such as dress-

ing

a

year afro

r The
k Flavor
K .Lasts

rooms.

this Island there are now two regular baseball fields, two football fields,
a
golf course of nine holes, a polo
ground, n quarter-mile cinder track,
with 220 yard stralghtnway. and outdoor basketball courts.
On another
part Is a ring for horse shows and nine
At

WRGGLEYS

tennis courts.

Suitable bleachers to accommodate
5,000 spectators have been built, and
there also are a large number of properly equipped dressing rooms with
showers, rubbing tables and store

flavors like the
pyramids of Egypt?

rooms.

Not only at Coblenz are there
grounds available for the soldiers, but
at Andemneh, Montabaur, and Neuwled the old grounds left by the A. E.
F. have been taken over by the Y. M.
C. A. and enlarged and remade In
every particular.

Because they are
long-lasting.
And WRiGLEY’S is a beneficial
as well as long-lasting treat.

PROBABLY THOUGHT A LOT
But Really, Under the Circumstances,
There Was Nothing the Actor.
Manager Could Say.
The Inte Oscar Hammersteln, who
had a genius for advertising his theatrical enterprises, used to tell a story
about an Kngllsh actor-manager’s attempt to follow his example.
“My conferee," Mr. Hammersteln
y-onhl say, “was having a new theater built In London.
Casting about
for eome good way to advertise It. ho
decided that an admirable scheme
would he to have the workmen while
excavating for the foundation come
across Roman antiquities.
So he stole
down to the operation at dead of night
and deposited a number of costly, genuine Roman antiquities Just below the
surface of the spot being excavated.
“The next morning he arrived in
haste to hear the news of the great
find and report it to the journals. Seeing that the men had already dug well
below his hidden treasure, he said:
‘Good morning, foreman.
Anything Interesting this morning?’
‘No. sir. not a thing, sir,’ the foreman answered.
“The actor-manager looked at the
bulging pockets of the workmen and
said nothing. Whnt could he say?”

It helps appetite and digestion,
keeps teeth clean and breath
sweet, allays thirst.
CHEW

As

you

EVERV

MEAL

A10

Butter

Paper

Printed At
The American Office

,

Best quality lied Lion water-proof and grease-proof
vegetable parchment paper, printed with
especially made butter paper ink to comply
w ith new law.
There is cheaper paper on the market; none better.

Price, including

sure as

paper and special printing:
500 sheets pound size, $2.2r>;
naif-pound
“
“
“
1
1000
3.50;

size, $2.00

you

foot high—

are a

AFTER

Sealed TightKept Right
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The Seven Seas.
Did Kipling consult Hindu mythology when choosing the title for his
well-known hook. “The Seven Seas"?
According to the Puranas, the earth Is
circular and flat, like the flower of a
water lily.
Its circumference Is 1,000,000,000 miles. In the center Is Mount
Soomeroo.

IT

l

will like this Camel Turkish
and Domestic

blend!

got such cigarettecontentment as Camels hand
Camels quality and expert
you.
blend of choice Turkish and choice
Domestic Tobaccos make this
goodness possible—and make you
prefer this Camel blend to either
kind oftobacco smoked straight!

YOU

never

Camels are aold everywhere
in scientifically sealed packages
of 20 cigarettes; or ten packages (200 cigarettes)in a gJasame paper covered carton.
We
strongly recommend this
carton for the home or office
supply or when you travel
R.

J. REYNOLDS
TOBACCO CO.
Winston-Salem, N. C.

Camels mellow-mildness is a
revelation! Smoke them with
freedom without tiring your taste!
They leave no unpleasant cigaretty aftertaste nor unpleasant
cigaretty odor!
Give Camels every test—then
compare them puff-for-puff with
any cigarette in the world 1

r>
f
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TURKISH U DOMLSTIC*
BLEND

3.00

i£bc (Ellsworth American
PUBIX8BRD

EVERY WEDNESDAY

AFTERNOON

AT

ELL8WORH, MAINE
HANCOCK COUNTYW.

PUBLISHINQ1CO.

Orland Man Iawt at Sea.
Robert Hodgson of Orland, cook of
j the schooner Isaiab K. Stetson, with
! three other men of the crew, was
I drowned when the schooner, loaded
with coal, foundered on HandkerI chief shoal Sunday morning
The
captain and one seaman were rescued
after being fourteen hours in the rigi

ging.

H. Titos, Editor and Manager.

FOR SALE.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
(Strictly in Advance)
One year.fl.50
Pour months.50

Six months.75
.38
Three months
...

A PAIR OF
SEVERAL GOOD FARMS.
team horses. » years old. weight. 2700
A./C. Hagerthy.
pounds.

Single Copies.05
DVERTISING RATES ON

IX)8T.

APPLICATION.

Easiness communications should be adressed to, and all checks Jand money orders
made payable to The Hancock County Publishing Co., Ellsworth. Maiue.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 17, 1920

BANK BOOK NO. 3205 OF THE SAVings department of Union Trust ComFinder will please
pany of Ellsworth.
return to Union Trust Company. Ells-

FEMALE

HELP

WANTED.

HOTEL HELP WANTED

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

nee\?ed

help
All kinds of hotel
HOTEL
reliable hotels in

daily year around.
work for first-clas*
Maine, also the leading
summer hotels and camps during the season.
Those wishing to secure reliable hotel positions should always call or write to the
Maine Hotel Agency, new quarters, 47 Mam
street. Established 88 years. We know the
hotels ana proprietors personally. Fares paid
to any point from Bangor.

Miss Alice G. Clough and Miss
Maude Dubay, who are teaching at
Seal Harbor, have spent a week's vacation with Miss Clough's parents.
Howard E. Gray and Percy E.
Flood were home from Brewer over
Sunday and Monday.
William Jordan of Waltham visited his sister. Mrs. Parker E. Clough, “CAN YOU BRAID YOUR HAIR?” IF
so, you can obtain pleasant, easy and
last week.
well-paid work making braided rugB
Mrs. Fred E. Grace of the Green 1 for us right in your
own home.
When
Lake hatchery is spending a few days j writing for further particulars, send
a small sample mat to show the quality
at her home here.
of braiding and sewing you are capable
Frank H. Sargent, who has been of doing. Pinkham Associates,
Inc.,
visiting his grandparents. Frank E. 309 Anderson St.. Portland. Maine.
Cottle and wife, returned to his home
MEN OR WOMEN TO TAKE ORDERS
In Trenton Tuesday.
among friends and neighbors for the
Arthur Fernald has gone to Ban- genuine guaranteed hosiery, full lines
for men. women and children.
Elimigor to work in the railroad yards.
nates darning.
We pay 50c. An hour
for spare time or $24 for full time. ExLAKEWOOD.
perience unnecessary.
Write.
International Stocking Mill, Norristown, Pa.
Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt are ill.
Mrs.
J. O. Smith has been ill about eight
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
weeks.
Everett Franklin is convalescent.
ALICE H. SCOTT,'
Alfred Garland and wife have returned to their farm after nine
Specialty made of
months in Northeast Harbor.
TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK
Scott Moor and son have bought a
five-horsepower engine to saw wood. Agent Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co.
of Portland, fo** furnishing Probate
and Surety Bonds.
Agent Oliver TypeDOLLAR DTOW'.V.
writer.
Typewriter supplies.
No.

Miss Effie Barron of Lowell, Mass.,
is caring for her sister. Miss Martha
Barron, who is ill of influenza.
The influenza patients of this community are reported much improved.
-Q------

Southwest Harbor.
Owing to the severe weather of the
past week and much sickness, all
meetings of a public nature, with the
exception of two house parties, have
been postponed.
Mrs. Frank Manchester of McKinley spent a few days here recently,
the guest of Mrs. J. M. Mason.
Capt. Roland Lunt. who has been
employed in Hath spent a week with
his family here.
He will return to
his work this week.
Daniel Lawton,
also employed in Bath, has been
home on a vacation, and will go to a
hospital for a slight operation for
an abscess on his neck.
The community has again sustained the loss of a highly esteemed
The death from influenza of
Citizen.
Edgar
Robbins,
aged
thirty-five
years, on Tuesday. March 9. was a
grievous shock to his many friends,
following so soon after the death of
his fellow townsman of nearly the
same age. Frank Gilley.
The circumstances of Edgar's illness were
as
the
whole
sad,
family
peculiarly
war, prostrated at the same timethree
a
wife,
mother,
children,
boarder. Harry Gilley, and a young
a
member of
girl. Sylvia Leland. also
the family.
The daughter Ida. very
ill. was taken by Dr. Neal to his
home, and by his own and' Mrs.
Neal’s skilful care, brought through
the critical stage of the disease.
All
hoped that Mr. Robbins’ vigorous
constitution would pull him through,
but the ten days' struggle wore out
the vitality.
The funeral was held
at Masonic hall Saturday morning,
under Masonic orders, with Rev. T.
L. Blaisdell officiating.
Interment
Was at Mt. Height.
The sorrowing
relatives have the sympathy of all
who knew this honest, industrious
young man. devoted husband, loving
son
and
brother,
father,
genial,
kindly and helpful.
Sullivan

Harbor.

This community was plunged into
sadness and grief at the news of the
death of Mrs. C. A. Stinson, which
occurred March 2, at her home in
Cambridge, Mass., heralded only by
a succession of fainting spells at intervals of about ten days before she
passed away in the last one. Mrs.
Stinson had lived here about forty
years, and was held in high esteem
by all. She had always identified
herself with all the good of the community, and was a model neighbor
She will be sadly
and friend to all.
She leaves a daughter, Mrs.
missed.
Lillie S. Emery, Jwo grandchildren
and a sister, to whom much sympathy is extended. Interment was
in Mt. Auburn cemetery. Cambridge,
by the side of her husband, John
Stinson.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ward have
returned home from Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Gray are receiving congratulations on the recent birth of a son, Carl Gordon.
School has closed until the first of

April.

Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Blaisdell

receiving
birth of

a

congratulations

on

are

1

School

St..

Ellsworth.

Me.

BOSTON,

MASSACHUSETTS.

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1919.
Mortgage loans.
* T6.0T0 00
Stocks and bonds.
3,25*.241 SO
Cash in office and bank.
237,159 25
Agent’s balance.
251.774 15
Bills receivable.
11.223 72
Interest and rents.
28.293 14
All other assets.
7,257 00
Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

#1.HOT.948 66
2.978 61

Admitted assets,
$3,804,970 05
LIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1919.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 386,436 81
Unearned premiums.
1,119,182 00
All other liabilities,
48,165 97
<’#lh capital,
l.ono,ooo 00
Surplus over all liabilities,
1,251.185 27
Total liabilities and surplus,
$.1,804,973 05
EDMOND J. WALSH. AGENT.
Ellsworth, Me.

United States Branch of

Atlas Assurance Co., Ltd
OF

LONDON,

ENGLAND

lota.

*

**«ru!°r ^,th.out.

da"!f8

Mary C. Orcutt. late of Franklin. In
5£Lid,
£?unty, deceased. Petition that
f
rtd O.
person

Orcutt or some other suitable
be appointed administrator of
Sald dec®a*ed without
M\ing
bond,
presented
by Fred G
son of Raid deceased.
Ball.
°* Hancock, in
<,eC<‘a3f'd- l’ell,io" that
Varv B
.'iar>
Ball or some other suitable
person be appointed administrator of
the estate dr said deceased,
d
by Mary B. Ball, the widow ofpresent
said deceased.
of Deer Isle, b;
dtc*eased.
Petition that
File,,
uray or Rome other suitable
“ii*"
person be appointed administrator
of
the estate of said deceased,
without
guing bond, presented bv Ellen T
of said deceased
Trim, late of Orland. in said
deceased. Petition that Leland
^oweH
or
Rome
other
suitable
administrator of
*e of
deceased, presented
hv
,,f

IrK-in^taK««af

Gr,CrUtt'

«»^ienry

CRU”n»ll

<¥U?aty’

GriP'; wid£.w
fOMntv^a
rpuntj.
?i,T8°n*

aPPoi,nf<*d
*aJd

widRd,ce“?edA

B
!»<«’ of Bucksport.
l‘«tlUon that
Kean
Lowell or some other suitable
hr appointed administrator
of the .sdeceased. presented t,v
T?eo.l «•
so" °f s»<d deceased,
TriPP. late Of Bar Harhnr
lr
hor.
ir.
said county, deceased.
First
account
of
Blanche
I..
Tripp administratrix. filed for settlement'
Leonard It. Kane, hue of Surrv In
Flr«
account
of
Edmond
J.
Walsh
administrator. filed for settlement
late Of EllsSiUd
county deceased
i."
First
and final account of Clifford N.
Tliomuaon executor, filed for
settlement,
Archer. late of Marlatin.
d county, deceased.
First
and final account of Vira M.
Lauithlin
fl,ed for settlement
Josie B. Bunker, late of
Sullivan in
said county deceased.
First and final
W. B.
Blaisdell.adminlstrator. filed for settlement
Bennis. late of Sullivan, in
said county, deoeasd
First and fina*
Bennis. adminfor settlement.
Burnham, late of Philadeli>m
* fnnsylvania.
deceased.
First
fl”al
account
of
Theodore j
G ^cCotlin and Girard
e!i,'c','tors- "'*d
for

Lo'T<>11'

,®aid

«ndflna"

account”"^' ™<'a,ef

u-oVfhan|da.CnTh°"lpSOn-

i»ftt ,9'
I«aa*niSa

adffl"‘nr*'?X’
S"

c>JfPlro v,

fs^aVoi «°,f ,F/*d v;.
«hiV
jJBa.
?nd
TrLf- Edward

se“ement"’,’any'

Dority. late of Sedgwick. In

ASSETS DEC. 31.

of
Wed for
Willard

.etufmem
I.uokins

1919.

of

F'irSt

Surry,

$50,000.00
1.125.45
3.499.515.57
383.586.71

950.721.92
38.624.71

am'
ment

»«“<;

31,1919.

Net unpaid losses.
$223,901.73
Unearned premiums.
2.797.803.60
All other liabilities.
114.715.74
Surplus over all liabilities. 1.353.337.72
Total liabilities and

$4,489,758.79

STATEMENT OF THE
KtillTARLE FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY,
Providence, It. I.
ASSETS DECEMBER 31. 1919.
Real estate.
$81,680.00
76.100.00
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds.
2.054.185.87
Cash in office and bank.
181.926.54
Agents’ balances.
41.558.23
Interest and rents.
27,333.34
All other assets,
10.18
Gross assets.
$2,462,794.16
Deduct items not admitted.
82,339.87
Admitted assets.
$2,380,454.29
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1919.
Net unpaid losses,
$186,159.62
Unearned premiums,
543.190.50
Allother liabilities,
31.195.94
Cash capital.
750.000.00
Surplus over all liabilities.
869.908.23
Total liabilities and

surplus.

$2,380,454.1
J. A. THOMPSON. Agent.
Ellsworth. Me.

CONNECTICUT GENERAL
LIFE INSURANCE

COMPANY
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
ASSETS DEC.
Iteal

31, 1919.
$ 352.413.97
13.039.329.18
2.948,458.67
8.933,117.00

estate.
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
(’ash in office and fyank.
Agent’s balance.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

621.825.96
12.931.86
532.600.77
1.216.244.80

Gross assets.
$27,656,922.:
Deduct items not admitted.
60,153.1
Admitted

assets.

$27,596.768.5-

LIABILITIES. DEC. 31, 1919
Net unpaid losses.
$
26.565.0i
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Cash capital,

Surplus

over

all

324.796.7

25.138.129.9
800.000.0

liabilities,

'V“n.

i5n**id S°SU!
fullJ

flLnS?!<1o
coun,'?t
filed b} Samuel
R.

deceased.

Petition

Holt, administrator
to sell certai;
real at mu- o.
aa|d .i'n,e
deceased Situated in said Orland
* fUl y d<-s‘r11
’• in said p,

I°[,t

fitfon

sur-

plus.

settie-

•''ao™‘ H. Gregory. a minor of
Orland, in said county
ee-st a"d
of Mettle E. Gregory
aiiai
dian. filed for settlement.
M- BeH- >ate of South Brooksj*aid county, deceased. Pefl'ed by Luring B. Coombs, administrator. for license to sell certain
real estate of said d~d
Brooksville and more
described in said petition
Henderson Tt. Cotton Isle of Or
:

Gross assets.
$4,943,653.66
Deduct items not admitted.
453.894.87

LIABILITIES DEC.

for

K

m.'nt

account

$4,489,758.79

said

Amie Lucklns Fletcher. of Fnrrv 1said county.. Final a. count of
V F
am'
Kuardian. filed Tor settle-

20.079.30

Admitted assets.

Kuardian'

in

.aittert

OI

Real estate.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in officeand bank.
Agent's balance.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

SCOOUilt

ad"ninistr:lU

1,307.276.76

Charlie M. Haynes, a minor of Trenton, in said county.
Petition filed by
Haynes, guardian for IP.
»el>
rpa!
state
of said
8ltuated ill Trenton and more
ful.j described in said petition
Benjamin Kittredgc. late of Bar Hnrbor in said county, d "nnei
p tiMr-n
filed by Richmond H.
ore u.
the trustees under theKitlreJgo,
will of said deceased. for license to sell certain real
estate Of said deceased,
situated in said
Bar Harbor and more
fully described
in said petition.
Leonard B. Kane, late of Surry in
*
d
t“
5ounl.y' J. deceased. petition filed
b> Edmond
Walsh, administrator
that an order be issued to distribute
among the heirs-at-law of said deceased. the amount remaining in th
hands of said administrator on
the s- •tlement of his first and final accoum
George W. Clement late of R-trkppprt. in said county, de-eased
P-tition tiled by Warren L. Clement administrator. that an ord«r be ise-i d to
distribute among the heirs-at-law o'
said deceased, the amount
remaining In
the hands of said administrator
on the
settlement, of his second account.
Edna Turner Appleton, late of Cohasset. Massachusetts, deceased
P,
tition filed by William C.
Appleton
executor of the last will and testament
of said deceased, that tire amount n<
the inheritance tax on the estate oi
said deceased, he determined bv th<
judge of probate.
Mary E. Hopkinson. late of Cam
bridge. Massachusetts, deceased.
Pe
tition filed by Charles A liny, executoi
of the last will and testament of sale
deceased, that the amount of the in
herttance tax on the estate of said de
ceased, be determined by the judge o
probate.
John B. Len^ig. late of
Philadelphia
Pennsylvania, deceased. Petition filet
by the Frankford Trust Company.
corporation of said Philadelphia,
uiittuniiiiia. pra
l>ray
ng that the appointment of said
pc
itioner
as
trustee
Lingerunder
unuer
t
—^last
will and testament of said d
ceased, be confirmed by said court.
Emily U Harrison, also known
Emily Iceland Harrison, late of Phil
del phi a. Pennsylvania, deceased.
P
tition filed by Catherine Xorris Han
j son Patterson, John Hampton Barn
:-n;‘ James F. lla'gen. all of said Phil
delptua, executors or the last will a
i testament of said deceased, that
order be issued to transmit the resid
the personal estate in the State
j of
; Maine to the state of Pennsylvan
arid to distribute said pergonal
esta
1 according to the laws of said state
■

P,i"0r'i

.5*1*1“

--t

ci

Pennsylvania.

JameS Adair, late of Bar Harbor
said county, deceased.
Petition ftl
by Charles H. Wood, administrator
boms non of the estate of said d
ceased,
praying that the court i*
termine the amount of money will
wh
he may pay for the
perpetual care
the lot in which the
of
or
Sa
body
wouy
James Adair is buried and to who

surplus,
$27,596,768.54

REPORT OF

j

—

at

at Eilsworth, la the State of Maine, at the close
of business oo Feb. 28, 1820
Loans and discounts, including rediscounts.... #834,210 01

State or other

deposits'

I

40.000 00
58,750 00

sueu

ior

Bonds (other thsn
bonds} pledged to

no.o» 90

reporting bank..

Total of Ttr ms..
Checks on banks located
outside of city or town of
eporting bank and other
cash items.
Redemption fund with U.
8.
treasurer
end due
from U. 8. treasurer—

notes

scription)

J00 0T5

or
(ranging house,
and
unincumbered.
Equity In banking house
Furniture and fixtures_
Real estate owned other
than banking house.
Lawful reserve wi h Federal Reserve bank.
Cash in vault' and net
amounts due from National banka..
Net amount a due
from
banka,
bankets.
and
trust companies in the
United 8ta ea.
Total of Items
Redemption fund with U.
H.
treasurer
and due
from U. S. treasurer.
Interest earned but not

10.630 45
127*5

—.

19.756 30

on

celvabie

0«

10.UU0 0C

8,571 91
2.50129

7.8

14

83

230.789

M

14,227

83
48 00

343.757 87

<0.000 00

oh Hancock sa.: — I. Edw. F. Small,
of
the above-named
bank,
do
swear that the above statement is

2:.*sw
2.1W
ac.120

79
17

2.Wf|

bills re
past due.

2. mu

#12.TW

150*1N
MM*

3

1,196

uwn

I

uoto
out
standi ne.
Net amounts due to banka,
bankers and trust co.n
panies in me United
States and foreign coun-

tries...

Certified checks ontataud-

*«*.

|

|
I

II*

Cashier’s checks on own
bank on'.standing.
Total of items.
Individusl deposits sub
joct to check.
Certificate*
0«
deposit
due in less than So days,
(other than tor
money

5MJJ

5,557*6
155

borrowed).
of

demand

148

It

THU

de-

posits lotLerthan bank
deposits) subject to re-

*****.
87

the best of my knowledge and belief.
Edw F. Small. Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 1Mb
day of March. 1920.
Edmond J. Walsh,
Notary Public.
Correct—Attest:
L. Hodgkins.
H. C. Jordan.
Directors,
Chas K. Bvsril L, 1
true to

and
not

Undivided profits.
Less current expenses, intereat, and taxes paidInterest and discount col
lected or credited in advance of maturity and
not eat oed
(approx I-

Total
91

5J«1|

Clrculating

7 8*
689

*»
l.*7K

—

00

77 15

STATE OF MAINE.

solemnly

;

out-

50.000

20

Tou*..
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid in.

#715.795 90

Total. #746,794 90
Of the total loans and discounts shown
above, the amount on which interest and dis
count was charged at rates in exctu# of those
permitted by law (Sec. 5197, Rev. KUt ), exclusive of notes upon which total charge not
to exceed 50 cent* was made, was
#1.400.42;
the number of such loans was 56.
Cocnty
cashier

notes

7.300 00

#50.000

16.8M

collected, approximate,

1,217 77

Cash er's checks on own
bank outstanding.
Individual deposits subject
to check.
Certificates of deposit due
in less tnsnaoday s (other
than
for money bor^
Di vide mi* unpaid
Total of demand deposits
(other than
bank de
pout*) subject to reserve. 244.564
Other time deposits.
Total of liutedeposit* subject to reserve. 343,757
Bills payable with Federal Reserve bank.

ITMfl#

..

owuwJ

26,678 01

in*.

8.000 00

*»iof

00

1.100 00

standing
Net amounts due to National banks.
Net amounts due to banks,
bankets and trust com
in the United
parties
States and foreign countries
Certified cbecks ontaiand

U. 8.
secure

Stock of Federal Reserve
bank (80 per cent, of sub-

5.980 62

Circulating

5.100 00
71.549 00

pledged. 170,821 29
bonds,
securities, etc. other than U 8.

LIABILITIES.
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits.
Less current expenses, in
terest and taxes paid.

50,000 00

Total

UiCOW)

Capital stock paid in.

»USJ*„

Securities, other than U.
8. bonds (not including
stocks) owned acd un-

7,2.6 20

Total..

05.058 81

postal savings deposits.

ftOOOO

scription).

#*4>.04h gj

loans.*.

Foreign bills of exchange
or draft* sold with indorsement of this bank.
Overdrafts, unsecured_
U 8. Government securities owned
Deposited to secure circulation (U. 8. bonds
par value).
Pledged to secure U. 8.

Government
securities.

2f,89098

Furniture and fixturesReal estate owned other
than banking house.
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve bank.
Cash in vault and net
amounts due from na
lional banks.
Checks on other banks in
the same city or town as

Total

Total tT. 8.

one

-—-

w, „„

in....

deposits (^ar value)...
unpledged

iu»u

uoi

year nor more than
three years’ time.
Total bonds, securities,
etc., other than U. S.
Stocks, other than Federal
Ke-erve bank stock
Stock of Federal Reserve
b*nk,(50 per cent of sub-

Febra.ry

Owned and

389 90

Total 17. 8. Government
„c rltln..
than
other
Securities
U. S. bonds
(not including stocks) owned
and unpledged
174.184 07
Collateral trust aud other
notes of corporations is-

on

Loans and discounts,
cluding rediscounts

or drafts sold with in#884,210 01
dorsement Of this bank.
Overdrafts, secured and
850 71
unsecured
C. 8. Govt mment securities owned:
!
Deposited to secure circulation (U. S- bonds
i
00
30.000
par value}.
Pledged as collateral for.
or bills pa>sble.
Owned »Dd unpledged....
War savings certificates
and thrift stamps actually owned.

hualnees

RESOURCES

8S4.210 01

Total loans

Postal
savings deposits.
Other time deposits.
Total
of
lime
deposits subject
to
re-

1S5W9 0!
2»J»T3

Other United States deposit#, including deposits
^
dlaburutug

°ffi

1.351

Bills payable other than
with
federal
retrrte
hank
ail
(including
obligations representing
money borrow*d other
then rediscounts).

IS

10.908 88

To’*l.

I53130B

STATE OF 6aINE
Coc»vv or Usncock ss:
Tartter
S.
I.
Kennedy, cashier of tbe above-name-1 bank,
—

do

that the above stsiemeit
is
best of tny knowledge ami be‘u‘f
Pabkbb S. Kivxsdy, suhier.
Subscribed and sworn u> befote me thisfek
«lay of Ma-ch. IV*.
Walter A. Grab am.
Notary Public.

solemnly swear
true to tbe

Correct—Attest:

XOnc-K

OK

Whervas Arvilla B.

by

l? ih*««Hanoock

bt,n3 J„0ttK°r p*rc*J

ald*^*14’ l9°£ hJ
,h-"V

L’PJiT,'1 ,beKl,n

la,nJ ,with
?"'*

°f.

fePPlo «<l*nter J’a

,W„ay;>,lh a'u'a
hiHn?1red H'"i,
L*_*®,the
tieBun

[i5'

mo7tg°age

12!tlfoRLES

having

|

Ellsworth America'-

THE

Buck,port. Id th* State of M.icloae of

Foreign bills of exchange

FOKK( l.OHI RK.
Davis of Vlnalna\t-n
in the county of Knox and
Stale
of Maine,
her mortgage deed dated
tlie
second day of January. 1*17. and
registry of
deeds, in book o31. page 471.
conveyed
to me. the undersigned,
certain parcels
of real estate situated in
Stonlngton.
of Hancock and State of
Jr ■*'* county
Maine,
bounded as follows, to wit4
of ,and* With the
n
buildings thereon, situated in Stonington. in the county of Hancock. State
of
Maine, and bounded and described as
follows:
Beginning at the southwest
corner of a lot of land
conveyed on
Su*“" H.
aid to Sarah K. Katon; thenceMcDon
FT ATE OF MAINE.
north
*ix rodH
COUNTY OF HANCOCK ss.
eighteen
links *:ree8.wfal
to a bolt, thence north 5
degrees
February 10. 1920.
west twelve rods to a bolt
in a large
the
Personally
above
appeared
TJ degrees east.
named Wallace E. Tainter and made Six rod8
and twenty-one links to said
oath t wit h*_ ’oes not know whether
Katon lot: thence south 5
degrees east
said Nelson Herrick and Samuel Herby said Katon lot. eleven rods to the
rick. mentioned In the foregoing petia<
Tog-thcr with a
tion. are living or not. and if they are
way in common ten feet in
living, then their residence is unknown ! width along
th.- northerly aide line of
to your petitioner; and that the name or 1
the above described lot
runnlntt eaetnames and the residence or residences
ai
erly,
the private way now goes to
of any and all persons, claiming as the town
road near the dwelllnghouae
heirs, devisees or assigns, or in any
occupied
James
II.
by
firay
other way. by. through or und r said
Also another certain lot or
parcel of
Nelson Herrick and Samuel Herrick
the buildinga thereon, situor interest
any right, title
i
said 1 ated in said
Stonlngton, and dajn-rihed
in any part thereof, art
promises
bou"<lad “8 fo|l°"“
Beginning at
utterly unknown to the petitioner.
the southwest corner of the
wet! curb
Before r.:«,.
thence running northerly s.. as to
dear
FRANK W. COLE.
the
formerly in said
J,orrh
S.)
Notary Public.
; lot five rods and
one foot to stake and
stones;
theme easterly twelve
more or less to post,
2TATE OF MAINE.
thence northerly
Supreme Judicial Court. by fence and wall |)v. rods fo rock
BlX r°'iH >'"<* fifteen
In Vacation.
County of Hancock ss.
**1 stake and stones; thence
triy eleven rods more or less to southEllsworth. Maine, March 2. 1920.
hiirhWailaoe E. Tainter. petitioner,
w*»terl3r >■>' said highway
vs.
sixteen feet more or
Nelson Herrick and Samuel fierrick
southwest corner post of
front yard fence; thence
and Persons unknown,
northerly to
On the foregoing petition ordered,
i
oontainlng three
fourths
of one acre, more of less
that said petitioner give notice to said
and
Nelson Herrick and Samuel Herrick, Whereas the condition of said mortand to all persons unknown, claiming gage has been broken, non. therefore
r,a“<>n of the breach of the
as heirs, devisees or assigns, or in anv
condlother way. by. through or under said
C'alm “ ,or<-'lo"ur* °r
Nelson Herrick and Samuel Herrick, said
E B1CKNEI^
any right, title or interest in the premMarch
ises described in said petition, if
any
of the pendency of said petition
by
publishing an attested eppy of said petition with this order of court thereon
POLITICAL NOTICES.
once a
week for three w'eeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a
newspaper published at Ellsworth, in To the Voters of Bluehill and Class
said County of Hancock, the last publiTowns:
cation to be thirty days at least before
I have announced my
the next term of said supreme judicial
candidacy
for
court to be held at said
the
republican nomination for
Ellsworth,
within and for said County of Hancock
representative
to
the
legislature from
the fourth Tuesday of April next,
°xn
that all of said respondents, known the class towns of Bluehill, Surry,
and unknown, and allother persons inBrooklin, Penobscot and Brooksville.
terested. if any. may then and there and would
appreciate any support
appear in our said court and show
cause
if any they have, why they you can consistently give me.
I am not without experience in the
should not bring an action or actions
to try their respective titles to the said
legislature
served one term
premises and to set up their respectsome -years ago, and am
ive claims therein. If any they have.
familiar
with
the requirements of the office.
WERE B. DEASY.
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
I have also Berved as selectman in
A true copy of the petition and order
Bluehill, member of the school comof Court thereon.
mittee twenty-five years, superintenAttest: T. F. MAHONEY.
Clerk. dent of schools four years, and have

Subscribe for the

or

LIBERTY NATIONAL Ml Bichjorl Nations! Bit

Brooklin; thence on said line of lot No.
27 north 18 degrees east 62 rods and 11
links to end of stone wall at land of
Fred S.
Herrick; thence b land of
said Herrick and land of Henry B.
Hooper following the line fence south
&8Vi degrees cast 125 rods to the shore
of Herricks Bay; thence by the shore
of said Bay. southerly 32 rods mere or
less to a stake at land now or formerly
of the Friend Brothers; thence by land
of the Friend Brothers north 58** degrees west following the old fence 133
rods
to stake and
stones
1 rod. 12
links from the original line of lot No.
27; thence south 18 degrees west parallel with the line of lot No. 27 by land
Friend Brothers and others 30 rods and
4 links to stake and stones; thence
north 86 V* degrees west one rod 12
links to stake and stones at the line
of lot No. 27; thence on line of lot No.
27 south 18 degrees west 10 rods and
20 links to a stake at the- end of the old'
stone wall at land now or formerly of
H. E. Hagerthy; thence by land of R.
E. Hagerthy north 74Vi degrees west 9
rods and 6 links to a stake at the town
road aforesaid; thence 4>y paid town
road north 10V* degrees west 9 rods
and 18 links to the
first
mentioned
bound, and containing
twenty-seven
acres of land more or less.’'
Second.
That
your
petitioner and
those under whom he claims have been
in uninterrupted possession of said real
property for more than four years next
prior to the date of this petition,
claiming an estate in fee simple therein.
Third.
That the source of your petitioner's title to said real property is
as follows:
Quit-claim deed from A. C.
Hagerthy to Wallace E. Tainter. dated
April 5. 1911 and recorded in Hancock
County Registry of Deeds In book 549.
page 142.
Fourth.
That an apprehension exists that Nelson Herrick and Samuel
Herrick, both
formerly of Brooklin
aforesaid, but whose residence, if they
are now living, is unknown to your petitioner. claim or may claim, or that
persons unknown claiming as h--irs.
devisees or assigns, .r in some other
way. by through or under said Nelson
Herrick and Samuel Herrick claim or
may claim some right, title or interest
in the premises hereinbefore des- ribed.
or in some part of said premises, adverse to the petitioner's estate therein.
Fifth.
That the aforesaid apprehension creates a cloud upon the title of
said petitioner to said premises and depreciates the market value thereof and
prevents easy sale of the same.
Sixth.
The petitioner alleges tinder
oath that he does not know- whether
said Nelson Herrick and Samuel Herrick are living or not. and if they are
living, then their residence is unknown
to your petitioner; that the name or
names and the residence or residences
of any and all persons claiming as
heirs, devisees or assigns, or in any j
other way. by. through or under said i
Nelson Herrick and Samuel Herrick i
said J
any
right, title or Interest in
premises, are utterly unknown to the
petitioner.
Seventh.
Wherefore
the petitioner
prays that the said Nelson Herrick and
SamuelHerrick and all said pertrons unknown claiming as heirs, devisees or
assigns, or in any other v ay by.
through or under said Nelson Herrick
and Samuel Herrick, some right, title oi
interest in said premise* may he summoned to show ca»ue why they should
not bring an action to try their title to
Hie described premises; and tha* said
procedure may be had and such decree
made and recorded as is authorized by
the revised statutes of Maine,
hapter
Hi*, sections 48. 49. 50 and 51. and acts
amendatory thereof and
additional
thereto, if any. and especially that a
decree may he made and record-d that
the said Nelson Herrick and Samuel
Herrick and all persons unknown, if
any
claiming by. through or under
them, be forever debarred and estopped
from having or claiming any right of
title ad vers
to your petitioner in the
premises described in this petition.
WALLACE E. TAINTER.
Dated this 10th day of February,
1920.

•••
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-OF THE-

STATE OF MAINE.
COUNTY OF HANCOCK ss
To the Supreme Judicial Court to be
held at Ellsworth, within and for the
County of Hancock and State of
Maine, on
the fourth Tuesday of
April. A. D. 1920.
Wallace E. Tainter of Brooklin. in
the County of Hancock and State of
Maine, respectfully petitions and gives
this Honorable Court to be Informed
as follows, namely:
First.
That your petitioner is in
possession of certain real estate situated in Brooklin aforesaid, and^bounded and described as follows, viz:
“A certain lot or parcel of land with
all buildings thereon, and being the
Lewis F.
Hooper or Herrick place
(so-called), bounded and described as
follows, to wit:
Beginning ut stake
and stones on the eastern side of the
town road
leading from Brooklin to
Naskeag Point at land of Daniel Jackson; thence by
land of said Jackson
south 86H degrees east 14 rods and 8

| line of lot No. 27 of the second division
agreeable to the plan of the town of

report or

CONDITION

Register.

oi

Total liabilities and

I

in

nt.__..

Raid county, deceased.
A certain Instrument purporting to be the last will
and testament of said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof
and for tlte appointment of
the
hond.
presented by Michael Brady, the executor
therein named.
L Treadwell, late of
Amherst,
in said county, deceased.
A certain fnstrument purporting to he the last will
and testament of said deceased,
together with petition for probate thereof
and for the appointment of the
executrix. Bertha R. Getchell. without
giving bond, presented by Lyndon E
TreadweR. a beneficiary named In said

dHe?l"nr,y' «dt'r^!8''d-y'

son, John Melvin.
to the inclemency

CAT4KHH CANNOT BE ( IRED
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is a local disease, greatly inconstitutional conditions,
fluenced by
and in order to cure it you must take
Hail's Catarrh
internal remedy.
an
Medicine is taken internally and acts
through the blood on the mucous surHall's Catarrh
faces of the system.
Medicine was prescribed by one of the
best physicians in this country for
It is composed of some of the
years.
combined
with
known,
best
tonics
The
some of the best blood purifiers.
perfect combination of the ingredients
In Hall's Catarrh Medicine is what produces such wonderful results In cafor
testiSend
conditions.
tarrhal
monials. free.
F. J CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
All Druggists, 75c.
Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

Unrnhv

Ruel R.

the

of the
Owing
weather, the masquerade ball which
was to be held at District hall Friday
evening was postponed until Monday,
March 15.

Jnnii**

*•

OLD COLONY INSURINCB CO.

th«' same shall be paid.
Edith H. Pray, late of Bar Harbor,
said
First accounty, deceased.
count
of
A.
and
Stroud
Rodick
Charles H. Wood, trustees.filed for settlement.
Witness Bertrand K. Clark. Judge of
said
Court
at
Ellsworth this sixteenth day of March in the year of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred
and twenty.
ROBERT P. KINO. Register.
A true copy.
Attest:
ROBERT P. KINO.

STATE OF MAINE.
To all persons interested in either ol
the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Ellsworth
in and for the County of Hancock, on
the sixteenth day of March in
th«
year of our Lord one thousand nln<
hundred and twenty and by adjournment
fror«
the
ninth day
of said
March A. D. 1920 term of said court.
The following matters having been
for
the
action
presented
thereupon
hereinafter indicated, IT IS HEREB1
ORDEREDThat notice thereof be given to al
persons interested, by causing a copy
of this order to be published thre<
weeks successively in The Ellawortt
a
American,
newsaper
published a
Ellsworth, in said county, that thei
may appear at a probate court to b<
held at Ellsworth on the sixth
day
of
April A. D. 1920 at ten of the
clock in the forenoon .and be h*arc
thereon if they see cause.
Nehemlah H. Means, late of Ellsworth. In said county, deceased A certain instrument purporting to be the
last will and testament or said
deceased together with petition for
probate thereof, presented
by Everett S
Means, the executor therein name!
Aline Santin. late of Bar Harbor in
said county, deceased.
A certain instrument
purporting to be the last
will and testament of said deceased
together with petition
for
probate
,thereof and for the appointment of the
executor
without
giving bond, presented by Thomas Searis. the aftecutor
therein named.

also served as a member of the board
of trustees of Bluehill-George Stevens

House# E gxow,
Haurv C. Pack.
P. H WiW>**tL,

j\

Directors.

STATIC OP MAINK.

County of Hancock is
Ellsworth Municipal Cocrt.
March term.
In the follow in g entitled

I*
lS»-0.
\
a«':on now
r.jt a

Pending In said court, the sainnen action
for unpaid taxes
year 1919, on the following d*

the
ribed
real estate situated In Umoii
n the
county of Hancock. State of Maine, to
wit:
Docket No. 9503. E. M
Kirn colwetor vi. Martin H. Young and < rtain
land described in said writ as
lows
to wit:
l»t Lot.
Hounded on llie north by
land of J. W. Graves, east by town
road, south
of George W.
by land
Graves, ami west by land oi J
Graves, containing: one acre
2d Lot.
Hounded on the north and
south by land of J. \V. Graves on ihr
east by land of Jerusha Norton o; the
west by land of A. C. Graves.
ontain*
tersa
ing Seventeen
and
one half
Taxed to Martin H. Young
It is ordered that notice of the above
entitled action be given to all p< r.sons
tbovf
interested in the real estatthis
described by publishing a copy
order attested by T. F. Mahonej recorder. for two weeks successively in
the Ellsworth American, the last publication to be seven days at least I ■•■■fore
'-'*.
the first Tuesday of April. A
P
that all persons Interested in sad r,a[
estate may appear in said suit it they
see fit.
HARRY I* CRABTREE.
Judge of Ellsworth Mun. Court.
Dated March 2. 1920.
A true copy.
Attest:
T. F. MAHONEY,
■

Recorder.

STATE OF MAINE.
County of Hancock ss. ✓
Ellsworth Municipal Court.
March term. A. P l *-'';
In the following entitled action now
pending in said court, the same being *
lien action for unpaid taxes for the
year 1919. on the following described
real estate situated in Lamoine. ’.n tne
to
county of Hancock. State of Maine,
wit:
Docket No. 9501, E. M. King.
lector vs. Edward K. McFarland ana
certain land described in said writ as
follows, to wit:
Rounded on the nortn
by land of J B. Carter, on the east »»>
Partridge Cove, on the south by land oi
H. B. Phillips, on the west by LamoiB*
town line, and containing
acres.
Taxed to Edward E. McFar
It Is ordered that notice of the abo'*
entitled action be given to all person*
interested in the real estate above
described by publishing a copy of tni»
order ^tested by T. F. Mahoney, recorder. for two weeks successively
the Ellsworth American, the la&t
cation to be seven days at least before
the first Tuesday of April. A. ft
j
that all persona Interested in said re
inestate may appear in said suit
see fit.
HAItr.Y U CKAHTREEJudge of Ellsworth Mun. Court.
Dated March 2. 1920.
A true copy.
Attest:
T. F. MAHONF'

»;•

„.r

Recorder

academy.

JOHN F. WOOD.
R. F. D. 1, Bluehill. Me.

Subscribe for the
Ellsworth American

c

>ot!< » of ronmloh'RB.

STATE OP MAINE.

ounty of Hancock ea,
Kllaworth MuniclDal Court.

Dan forth of Foxr*'HB John H.
in the county of Piscataquis and
„f Maine, by his mortgage deed
the twenty-flm day of April. A.
V® 1414 and recorded in Hancock regdeeds, book 507. page 1. conTrust Company a corveyed to Kineo
laws of
o r*a nl edund*
its established place
having
and
Dover in said county of
business at certain
parcel of real esniarfltauuis. a
described as follows. All and
real estate conveyed by Nellie
\iesdrr to the said John H. Dan
20. 191*. io
dated apru
t<
April *v.
deed asiea
th hv
by deea
herewith, which Paid deed
following
description:
the
western
Sinning at a «take on the
of the road leading to Bonaey’"
9
thence west, eleven and threedegrees north, sixteen rods by
line of land conveyed to Cyrenus
to a stake in a stone wall, one
rods from the
seven-twenty-fifth
of the barn
thence
north•' nt corner
degrees east, by said
north. three twelve
and nlne-twentyWall,
flfnn.
to the road leading to Shepflftbs
fifths rods
ff

•'■areh term. A. n. 1920
entl‘led action now
™urt. the lamp belna a
‘axe* for the
rear
following- described
°,n
t'a
cat a te at t uut ed In
Umolne. In the
lounty of Hancock. Stutc of Maine, to
.v

S?ed

Strvof

ZJJation

rh_e^

Juln
It

,,

ocndtSl ti i°i7lnB
8lild
£r*.r %¥»
.!*v nf”\v,un2a'd
Docket

No.

9502.

certaln't “/a* of
followa, to will8"

Sisaine

1st

Jlrth

lx>t.

E. M Kina col.
Alfred B. SmUh ami
Bald Wr,t as

Lharles \\ elch,
Love, and west

JJntains
fide
h^r*'
,*th‘
♦hS

of

J*

on

Kelley,
lan?

5**.; il /the* county

road; thence southid westerly by the county road
the
herewith
dividing
fence
wanf.-d premises from land In possesof the Widow Hopkins: thence
by said fence to the land In
of Joseph Murch. Jr.; the
of Joseph Murch to the
s wharf; thence
road leading to Bonaey
HARRY L. CRABTREE.
the place of beginning,
to
n>ad
hv a-nd
Judge of Ellsworth Mun. Court.
ten acres, more or less, inDated March 2. 1920.
situated.
thereon
barn
ng the
A true copy.
the same premises as are set
Attest.
T. F. MAHONEY.
<nrth in ft deed from Charles Jarvis to
*■
Recorder.
Lord, dated April 11. 1835.
recorded June 3. 1835. In the regof deeds for Hancock county, in
STATE OF MAINE.
HANCOCK ss.
vo, *59 page 299. also the same premAt a Probate Court held at Ellsworth
are set forth in a deed from
in and for said County of Hancock, on
A. Lord and others, heirs of the
the
second day
of March,
in
«»id Sylvester Lord, to the said Harry
the
year or our Lord one thousand
nine
Lord dated February 17. 1891. and
vol. 250 page
said
hundred
and twenty.
in
registry,
recorded
thereof
record
and
A certain instrument purporting to
?.» which deed
be a copy of the last will and testarefer-nee is hereby made for a more
nartieular description of the premises ment of Horace B. Horne, late of Miland
reton. in the County of Norfolk, and
Excepting
h.n n conveyed.
described Commonwealth of Massachusetts, deabove
the
from
* r
two certain lots which have
ceased. and of the probate thereof in
rn
,..j nold from the same, to wit: said Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
lot conveyed from the duly authenticated, having been preA
l.oi.
virs*
‘,,1 <viv.-ster Ix»rd to William W. Oke. sented to the judge of probate for our
said County of Hancock for the purJune 18. 1851. and recorded In
W«te.
A lbt
Second Lot.
pose of being allowed, filed and re139. page 271.
rtjn'v, v d from the said Sylvester Lord corded in the probate court of our said
Lord, dated May 24. 1861.
County of Hancock and for letters
to V iry A
r.-'orded in vol. 120. page 564. each testamentary to issue to Oetavia C.
Horne, the executrix named in said
of t’.ihove excepted and reserved lots
JUS containing one-fourth
H, rihed
will, she first giving
bond
without
ju
Being the same premises sureties.
O' nil a* r*
,1
to the said Harry C. Lord to
ORDERED, That notice thereof be
1.
given to all persons interested thereNelli*- \j Meader by deed dated Feb.
vol.
in by publishing a copy of this or1905. „d recorded in said registry,
Also a certain lot or
der tnree weeks successively in The
r»04.
414. I
n
Ellsworth
nd situated in said Eils
American.
newspaper
in said County of
worli hounded and described as folprinted at Ellsworth,
a stake on ; Hancock,
at
to the
sixth
i" wit:
prior
day of
Beginning
lows
the
road
leadof
A.
D.
that
line
April.
1920.
they may appear
ith, r■» side
t>
at a Probate Court then to be held at
ing from the county road to Shepard s wharf, in the former division Ellsworth, in and for said County of
Hancock, at ten o’clock in the foreline between land of Jennie P. Cox and
and show cause, if any they
noon.
Calvin Moore: thence In said division
west,
have, against the same.
eight
three
degrees
l»n,. -,iuth,
BERTRAND E. CLARK.
thence south eighty-five degrees
rr,|H
of
said
line
the
fudge of probate.
w..,narailel
A true copy.
v
rods: tnencp norm, mr**e ueroi !
Attest.
ROBERT P. KINO.
i«ht rod* to said road lin*
cr..
Register.
.:i»«• rIy in >*«id lint* of the road
th,ti\t- ro'.lH to th«* place of beginning,
STATE OF MAINE.
containing Torty square rods, and th*
thereon
Being the same HANCOCK as
l.ulUlins s
A* a probate court held at Ellsworth
onveyed to the Baid Nelli*r,r#.n
M'.ider by Jennie V*. Cox. by deed, In and for sum County of Hancock on
M
th** second day of March, in the year
dat 1 March 22. 1905, and recorded in
And
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
naid registry, vol. 41H. page 499.
and twenty.
the said Kineo Trust Com*
\\><t r- is
A
instrument
certain
purporting
•Ml v. by i 19 deed of assignment, dated
be
a
of
the
last
will
to
copy
FehV ry 16 1920, and recorded in arid
testament
of
John IS. Lennig. late
550.
of
book
deeds,
'k
registry
Han<
in
the
County of
'assigned to me. the under- of Philadelphia,
pasState of
Pennsylsign* d. said mortgage deed, the debt Philadelphia, and
vania. deceased, and of the probate
ured, and all its right, title
titer* v h
thereof in said. State of Pennsylvania
and ,■ t r• st in the premises therein
duly authenticated, having been preties' r.h**«l under and by virtu* of the
sented to the judge of probate for our
and whereas the condition of
sun*
now
said County of Hancock for the pursaid mortgage has been broke;*
of
I
the
breach
of
'or-,
reason
pose of being allowe 1. filed and rc*tlier*
by
corded in the probate court of our
<>ndltion thereof I claim a foretin
said County of Hancock.
cloture *..f said mortgage.
be
thereof
notice
Ordered. That
DANA H. DANFOUTH.
given to .ill persons Interested therein,
March 2. 1920.
hv
publishing a copy of this order
three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed
at Ellsworth, in said County of Han*
ock. prior to the sixth day of April.
that
A
D. 1920.
they may appear
•it a Probate Court then to be held at
Ellsworth. In and for said County of
Hancock, at ten o’clock in the foreshow cause, if any they
noon. and
have, against the same.
is
BERTRAND E. CLARK.
clothes. and will reJudge of Probate.
A true copy.
iron
move
ROBERT P. KING.
Attest:
iv

a

to

Kfn
faster)y

fffsession
"land’

By

Mounded

on the north and
tSmith
the south by Berry's
by land of heirs of K. B.
containing ten acres.
•!*
Ld t
laot.
Wood lot containing three
acres, bounded on the north
by land of
Montgomery
east by
Baton la
Spring lot. south by town road, and
of heirs of
by
William
sm th.
Taxed to heirs of Alfred I*.
Smith.
ordered that notice of the above
entitled action be given t«» all
r«*.»ns
interested in
the real
estate
above
descrioed by publishing a copy of this
order attested by T. F.
Mahoney, recorder for two weeks
successively in
the* Kllaworth American, the last publication to be seven days at least before
the first Tuesday of April. A. D. 1020.
that all persons interested In said real
mHy ftppear ln 8aU1 8Ult lf ^ey

l-rs.orded

LIKE CURES
LIKE

see**fit

flntainmg

ifud

Silvester
Si
,'{rv

85*

?
iio

{.

SI

and*

■

DORA

<©, 11)10, by MoClur*

MOLLAN
Newspaper Syndicate.)

John Nevtus was having lunch at
his club when excited exclamations
from four young men seated at the
next table caught his attention. The
youths Jumped up and crowded around
the window.
Being humanly curious. Nevlns turned-about and looked
out on the street.
A youngish woman,
modishly dressed, was about to turn
the corner.
The wind blew smartly.
“Oh, boy!" exclaimed one of the
young men—he had Celtic red hair—
“the Lord Is good to the Irish!” John
Nevlns clenched his hands at what
he saw till there were dents In his
He favored the backs of the
palms.
absorbed youths with one baleful
glare, then turned abruptly away from
his unfinished luncheon and left the
club. But on the way back to the office an Inborn sense of humor came
to his rescue and he chuckled aloud.
He had had an Inspiration.
At five minutes to nine on the following morning, when Viola Nevlns appeared at the office of the Nevlns family physician, It was plain that something had seriously upset the usual
calm poise of the lady’s manner. Also it was evident to Dr. Balfour that
she hardly expected him to believe
what she proceeded to relate concern
lng her husband.
Now Dr. Balfour had known John
Nevlns much longer than had Mrs.
Nevlns, and, though Viola would have
resented any such assertion, felt that
he
understood
him
much
better.
Therefore it was with very little misgiving that he stated his opinion.
“No. I hardly think your husband
Is losing hts mind, though the actions
do seem peculiar, I must admit. My

I
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MAGIC WATER

good ]for washing

mildew,
k, grease aud

rus\ ii

Register.

frui' stains from the
finest fabtics without

PAUPER NOTICE.
HAVING CONTRACTED WITH THE
to support and care
Ellsworth
of
city
who may need assistance
tor
thos
•luring five years beginning Jan. 1.
1920. and are legal residents of EllsI forbid all persons trusting
worth.
them on my account, as there is plenty
of room and accommodations to care
for them at the City Farm house.
M. TL CARLISLE.

if

injury

used according
direction.

to

IT WILL ALSO
REMOVE
hath tubs, lavataries, closets

sinks, tlo

>rs.

M*nuf-

iirr..

ptp

Hundreds'"^'farmers

from New Eng
land are getting better prices by shipegg ?
ping to us. Do you want yot:
placed at top value? Then ship to
Boston's fancy egg and poultry house
and get high pfiees, prompt, reliable
service.

MAGIC WATER CO. AUGUSTA, ME.
1 A

11.,m,

LOCAL DEALERS:
r E kwm.

A

»:...

.•

EGGS!

EGGS!

all stains from

Write for

quotations.

W. F. WYMAN
I

•I

CO.!

Faneuil Hall Market, Boston, Mu**.
The House of Quick Returns.

Alexander’s Pharmacy
RECOMMENDS

Spruce
A

^

Gum and

Mrs. Nevins Gave One Horrified Gasp.
advice:

prompt!; by

Gardiner’s Balsam of Spruce Gum and Wlid Cherry
LOOK OUT FOR THE “FLU"

Smith’s Sea Food-iVl eat Market
in scarce, but we ca

supply

and Clams

you, lb

15c

A full line of

all kinds of Meats and Fresh Vegetable.
Try
wne-made Sausage Meat t>5o
Head Cheese, 30c It has no equal.

Ground

Boue tor Hefts.

Highest price paid for

Hides.

oti

Live poultry bought.

PARCEL POST ORDERS OlVttN PROMPT ATTENTION

Water Street

Ellsworth,

» turn

awaited
came

high-heeled

Price 35 Cents Per Bottle

Coast Haddock

as

other eccentricities let me know.”
Some
hours
later
Mrs.
Nevins
awaited John’s return from the office.
Seated before the library fire, she was
comfortable in body but uncomfortable in mind. The latest fashion magazine failed to distract her thoughts
from incidents of the previous eve
ning, even though It exploited a brandnew fashion detail at which Viola ordinarily would have gasped with joy.
Being the first to Introduce a new
style In her own home town had grown
10 he more than a fad with Mrs. .Nevins; It had become a fixed principle.
The click of the latchkey heralded the
approach of the man of the house. A
word of greeting, n connubial kiss,
and John Nevins departed upward to
freshen for dinner as was his wont.
“Nothing unusual about his manner

They

Coughs, Old Coughs, Children’s and Adult’s
Coughs, Bronchitis and Hoarseness

tasii, Salt, Smoked and Dry Fish, Oysters

though
happening, but
If he develops
act

iibi sfi

us

his

returiling footsteps.
tap-tap. on the polished

hardwood of the stairs.
Viola felt
her fears justified.
Hastily she reminded herself that the vain expostulations and half hysterical pleadings
of the evening before must not be repeated. Dr. Balfour's advice had been
to keep calm, and calm she kept as
John Nevlns hobbled into the room.
Ills feet, unusinll.v small for a man of
his size, encased In exaggeratedly

GUARANTEED COUGH REMEDY

Are relieved

Keep calm;

nothing unusual were
watch him closely.

she

^tld Cherry

Maine

happened?”
Mrs. Nevlns, In mute explanation,
produced from under the davenport,
where she had hurriedly hidden them,
the evidence at once of the cause of
the accident and of her husband’s unbalanced state.
“Um-m 1”
remarked
Dr.
Balfour,
“haven't I seen you wear shoes much
like these yourself?”
Mrs. Nevlns resented the tone of the
Inquiry. It seemed to put her on the
defensiwte "Certainly,” she answered;
“but since these are women’s shoes,
will you please tell me why 1 shouldn't
wear similar ones? The strange thing
Is a man’s wanting to wear them, it
"
seems to me.”
Because Mrs. Nevlns was looking
straight—and somewhat defiantly—at
Dr. I’.nTfour she Just here missed
something which that worthy gentleman saw.
During his wife’s speech
John Nevlns had opened Ills eyes,
looked at his physician—and winked.
“lluther small of Viola to object to
my wearing shoes just like hers, don’t
you think, doctor,” he interjected suddenly from the couch, “especially
when she has taken to wearing socks
precisely like mine? I came a cropper
tonight, but I’ll learn how to manage
the cussed things yet—and give the
girls at the women’s club something
to laugh about when I go by. We can’t
let the men's club have all the fun
ami free shows, can we, doctor?”
“John,” cried Viola, half laughing
in her boundless relief that It was all
a joke after all, and not a ense of Incipient dementia; also with her arms
tight around her husband's neck. “I
hnd no idea you saw me that day—
or would mind It so much.
And to
think you might have killed yourself
trying to cure me. Why, John, dear,
you are mose to me than nil the fashions that ever were Invented.
And
I’ll—I’ll go looking like a dud hereafter If you want me to.”
“You couldn’t,” said John, “not if
you tried.”
Which tactful remark closed a painful Incident In the happy life of the
Xevlnses. And that old wheeze about
history repeating Itself, Is, so far as
It relates to Mrs. Nevlns’ socks, a fib.

AT

mr,

GARDINER’S BALSAM

the shoe*. But no; It waa all true;
for when the meal was over there
was John, mincing his way slowly to
the library door, upon those horrible
heels,
Viola waited for him to disappear through It before she rang for
the maid.
Then, even as her band
found the bell, there came a crash
from the library—and silence.
Instantly she realised what had
happened. Also that she must get
there first and get rid of the ridiculous footwear before the servants arrived.
If the worst should transpire
there must be no gossip about “queer
actions of poor Mr. Nevlns” to go the
rounds.
Viola flew—to find her apprehensions Justified, and John lying
motionless on the library floor.
When
Dr.
Balfour
responded
promptly to Mrs. Nevlns' distressed
'phone call, the muster of the house
was still
unconscious.
Blood flowed
from a cut on his head. The physician hnd the Injury dressed In no
time, waved the servants out of the
room and said:
"It’s a trifling scalp
wound. He Is merely knocked out and
may come to any moment now. What

pumps.
resplendently
buckled. He addressed his wife with
matter-of-fact seriousness.
“if 1 don't make faster progress
than this, learning to manage these
things. It will he days yet before I’ll
have the confidence to wear them to
the office.”
At this development of ultimate
purpose Mrs. Nevlns gave one horrified gasp. Then her attention was diverted to the Imperative need of
standing between John and the maid
as the latter appeared in the doorway
When the girl
announce dinner.
had departed kitchenwurd in search
of soup. Viola offered her arm as uu
aid in negotiating the perilous combination of rugs and polished floors,
lohn scorned it.
Throughout the dinner, much to
Viloa's relief, John Kept his feet well
under the table—she had such a horAlso his
ror of the servants talking!
was
onversution
absolutely sane.
Mrs. Nevlns almost begun to doubt
the evidence of her own senses about

LEAST

GOT

SOMETHING

Chaplain, Unable to Procure All That
Was on His List, Did the Best

Scholarships for Service Men
Ex-service men of Hancock county
will be glad to learn that the national war work council of the Y. M.
3. A. has allotted (700 for distribution in aiding Hancock county men
to continue theif education.
This
fund is the apportionate share of the
inited war work campaign budget
which was left at the signing of the
irmistice.
This is in addition to the
1500,000 given direct to the Ameri:an Legion for use among disabled
nen.

The scholarships are available to
»x-service men. to sons of men who
lied in the service, and to Americans
vho served with the allied armies.
»nd are available to men of both the
•ural and city districts.
Scholarihips can be furnished in high
schools, academies, business colleges,
echnical schools, colleges and universities.
Men who are living at
lome can choose from over 200 dif'erent courses, including such sublets as soils and fertilizers, dairy
’arming, poultry husbandry, farm
notors and machinery, architectural
■tut struct ion, civil
engineering, concrete engineering, penmanship and
shorthand, advertising, electrical engineering, radio, steam engineering
tnd power plants, and inspirational
rnd cultural courses.
A preliminary meeting of the Hancock
county allotment committee,
with Mr. Heald of the State Y. M. C.
A. office and Secretary C. F. Hosmer
t>f the Bar Harbor Y. M. C. A., was
held at the Hancock house in Ellsworth Monday, to perfect organization and act upon the applications
which have already been received.
The following representative men
af the county have agreed to serve as
members of the committee:
Guy E.
Torrey. Bar Harbor; William M.
Blaisdell, Sullivan; B. B. Whitcomb,
Ellsworth; W. A. Ricker, Castine;
Fred A.Torrey, Stonington;Willis H.
Osgood, Bluehill; C. F. Hosmer, Bar
Harbor; Dr. J. D. Phillips, Southwest
Harbor; H. H. Higgins, Ellsworth;
George Brooks, Seal Harbor; Ralph
E. Kingsley, Bar Harbor; Harry L.
AnErnest
Crabtree,
Ellsworth;
drews, Seal Harbor; H. S. Beal, Ellsworth, and Parker Kennedy, Bucksport.

The Great Auk.
The great auk tvuld not fly. Its lit
tie whirs resembled tins. Rut It swam
hundreds of miles out of the bays In
sprint! end buck rat.in In the autumn
to and from the hatching places. Ii
on
land and a prey to
was helpless
any en -my larger than Itself. Some
naturalists used to eluim that the auk
as
far south as the coast of
nine
Maine, but in the opinion of most authorities the bird went no furtliei
titan Newfoundland. It Is lust possible
that the hones discovered by ornlthol
ogists farther south may have been
conveyed there In the (piano, when it
was an article of commerce.

)

Are
prominent ingredients of
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, in which they
are so combined as to be most effective.
This (Treat blood-purifying and
strength-giving medicine is easil;
the 'eading proprietary medicine
for tne blood, storauch, liver and
kidneys, which almost universal]
need attention in the spring. Thousands take it year af er year with
entire sat:
ion for that tired
feeling, th..: 1 »s of appetite, tha
eruption on the face or body, and
that low or run-down condition of
the system so common now. And
they enthusiastically recommend it
to others.
Begin taking it at once, three
times a day after meals.
It is
pleasant to take and “makes food

good.’’,

taste

If you need a laxative or cathartic, take Hood’s Pills. You will
And them gentle and thorough.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY
Corrected to March 1,1920
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
Bar Harbor..lv
Sorrento
Sullivan
Mt Desert Fy lv
Waufceag, S Fy
Hancock.
Franklin Road.
Wash’gt’n June
Ellsworth
Ellsworth Falls
Nicolin
Green Lake
Phillips Lake
McKenzie's
Holden
Brewer June

Bangor.ar
Portland.ar
Boston via
Portsmouth

DONDIS—At Ellsworth, March 4, to Mr
and Mrs Joseph Dondis of Rockland.
FERNALD—At Franklin. March 13. to
Mr. and Mrs. Lisle G. Fernald, a son.
GRAY—At Bluehill. March 7. to Mr and
twin
Mrs Herman O Gray,
sons.
Herbert
Ken(Howard Malcolm,
neth).
GRAY—At Brooksville, March 4. to Mr
and Mrs Frank Gray, a son.
GRAY—At Sullivan. March 1. to Mr
and Mrs Lin wood A
Gray, a son.
(Carl Gordon).
GRINDLE—At Penobscot. March 10. to
Mr and Mrs Herman Grindle, a son.
(George Leach).
MOSLEY—At Ellsworth. March 17, to
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood H. Mosley, a

daughter.

MARRIED.
BA R N A R D— Sl’K EFORTH—A t
Bucksport. March 7. by Rev D M Angell,
Miss Gertrude L Barnard of Rucksport to Perley L Sukeforth of VeDUNBAR—BOWDEN—At Orland. Mar
15, by Fred Buck. esq. Dorothy Irene
Dunbar to Percy Linwood Bowden,
both of Orland.
GINN—MERCER—At Bangor. March
11. by Rev. W I Genge Marcia Adeline Ginn of Orland to Belmont Lord
Mercer of Bucksport.
LELAND—EMERY—At Eden, March 9.
by Rev J L Sherman. Miss Mildred
Gertrude
Leland
to
Earle
Lester
Emery, both of Salisbury Cove.
MOSLEY—TRASK—At El Is worth. Mar.
10. by Rev. R. B. Mathews. Miss Marion Mosley of Ellsworth to Warren
Trask of Bangor.
PHILLIPS
YORK
At
Penobscot.
March 11, by Rev C A Smith. Mrs.
Clara
M
Phillips to Augustus W
York, both of Penobscot.
WESCOTT—GROSS—- At
Stonington.
March 11. by Rev Eugene V Allen.
Mrs
Emma
to
Wescott
Whitfield
Gross, both of Stonington.
—

ar

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
Boston via
Portsmouth lv
Boston via
Dover lv

T5 53

.j

Portland.lv
Bangor.lv
Brewer June..
Holden.
McKenzie's
Phillips Lake..
Green LakeNicolin.
Ellsworth Falls
Ellsworth
Wash’gt’n June
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag, £ Fy
Mt Desert Fy ar

12

30|tl0 05

f5 f

*3

16

21
3 43

3

....

f3 50
4 00
10
4 23
4 31
4 45

f4

f4 62
6 00
5 03
f5 10

Sullivan-ar.
Sorrento.
Bar Harbor ..ar.
f

t7

50

t8

20

t8

56

t6 0C

notice to conductor.
Stops
signal
*
Daily, Sundays included, t Daily, except
Sunday.
DANA C. DOUGLASS,
Vice-presideutand Gen. Man.
on

or on

M. L. HARRIS,
Passenger Agent.
Portland, Maine.

General

PLUMBING

—

Hot Water

Heating, Furnace

Work and

Jobbing.

HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

Twenty Years' Experience.

1>I El),
BONSEY—At Surry, March 15. John A
Bor.sey. aged 81 years.
BOWDEN—At Bangor. March 8. Irving
N Bowden of Bluehill. aged 50 years.

BUNKER—At South Gouldsboro, March
2, Albert Bunker, aged 73 years 5
months, 6 days.
BEEBE—At Fairfield. March 14. Frances M, wife of Fred E Beede. formerly of Surry, aged 39 years. 10
months. 13 days.
GRIN DEE—
At
Bluehill.
March
9.
Rudolph Grindle, aged 72 years, 8
months. 11 days.
GROSS—At West Stonir.gton, Feb 10.
Mrs Caroline H Gross, aged 77 years.
JOHNSON—At Bar Harbor. March 15,
Mrs Alma (Jewett) Johnson, formerly of Amherst, aged 55 years.
OLSEN—At Manset, March
John
10.
Olsen, formerly of Sweden.
ROBBINS—At Southwest Harbor. Mar.
9. Edgar Robbins, aged 35 years.
SPRINGER—At Marlboro, March
14.
Mrs Palmyra Springer, aged 87 years.
WARD WELL—At Bucksport, Mar. 16.
George Wardwell, aged 46 years.
CARD OF THANKS.
We wish to express our thanks to
friends and neighbors for their
many acts of kindness during the illness
and death of our husband and
father; also for the beautiful flowers
our

Mr». Minnie R. McCarthy,
Miss Phyllis McCarthy.
Miss Neila McCarthy.
Ellsworth Falls. March 17. 1920.

frage petition.
The secretary then took Father Duffy to the Knights of Columbus warehouse.
“We’re having a little transportation difficulty,” said the secretary,
“and most of our stuff Is still to come
through. I don't know what we have."
Rut the One Hundred Sixty-Fifths
chaplain figured that even If he obtained one-half of the stuff on his list
his outfit would be satisfied.
It would
be something.
.They reached the warehouse, wen
Inside and rum mag d around considerably. Then they came out again.
Father Dully carried In one hand
two pictures, in brown sepia, of Gen
erul John .1. Pershing. In the other he
had a deck of playing cards.—Stars
and Stripes.

Known to Pomia Unequaled Valuo
In Spring Ailmonta

BORN

He Could.
Father Duffy's life was at stake
Father Duffy \va3 shepherd of ns wild
and rollicking a regiment of Irishmen
as ever rushed a Boclie machine
gun
nest or struggled with a foreign tongue
to make a French colleen understand.
Father Duffy reached Remagen with
the One Hundred Fifth infantry to find
the place as bare of army extras as a
miser’s pantry.
Plainly the good father had to get
something for his flock. Rut he was
unable to get to Coblenz to get It—
that is. he couldn’t get a puss. So he
went A. \Y. O. L.
When he reached the headquarters
town of the Third army he dug up the
secretary of the Knights of Columbus
and yelled for help. The secretary told
him to make out a list of things the
flock needed. Father Duffy went to It.
He overlooked nothing and when the
list was completed it looked like a suf-

ROOTS, BARKS, HERBS

Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended Vo,

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 173-2.

Ellsworth Steam Laundry
All Kinds of Laundry Work.

NAPHTHA CLEANING

Goods called for and delivered
Special attention to parcel post work
H. B
-tate

E5TEY & CO., Proprietors

Street.

Ellsworth. Me

Hardwood Wanted
We are in

tlie

market

White

Birch,

Maple,

also

Poplar.

cording

to

quality

Yellow

fur

Hound

Birch,

Good

Hook

Prices,

of stock.

ac-

Pleas

call at our office or address
I 4 MEMORIAL
Abraham Lincoln Friend

Ellsworth Hardwood Co.

March 17, 1919

H. W. DUNN
Manufacturer ami dealer iu

High Grade Granite and Marble
Monuments, Tablets and Markers
Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, Me.

GARDENERS, LOOK!
cKctiihlrN Need* for wale, all grown
and tented in the year of Mill).
BEET, Crosby’s Egyptian, pkt.. .05; oz.,
.20; i*Ib..35; lb.$1.85.
CARROT. Danvers, pkt., .05; oz, .35;
Vi lb, .75; Tb. $2.50.
PARSNIP. Hollow' Crown, pkt.,‘.05; oz..
.Id; V*rb. .30; tb, $1.00.
TURNIP. Ruta Baga, pkt., .05; oz.. .10;
%lb. .30; lb. .90.
CUCUMBER, Long Green, pkt., .10; oz..
10.
CUCUMBER, White Spine, pkt.. .05; oz..
\

SEND VOIR ORDER EARLY, AS
STOCK IS LIMITED. CASH WITH
DER.. AddreNN,

Hancock Co.

OI K
OR-

Nursery & Seed Co.

STORY, MAINE

Farming

Is

a

Business

And like every business, it requires forms,
records and blanks that give you the facts
about your farm, just as a business man
has them about his business.
We print forms and letterheads (every
business farmer should have his own letterhead) on Hammermill Bond, the Utility
Business Paper.
Let Vs Show You -Vhat
Do tot You

We

Subscribe for the
Ellsworth American

Can

YOUR AMBITION

Do you tire out easily? Have you lost some of your
accustomed vim and is your ambition to do things at low
ebb? Your resistance is broken. You should And help
and invigoration in rich, nourishing

$C0m EMULSION

Taken faithfully for a reasonable length of time, Scott’s
seldom fails to freshen the blood, build up the genera)
health and impart a feeling of well-being to the body.
For that tired-oat feeling take Scott’* Emulsion,
The exclusive srrade of cod-liver oil used in Scott's E-—l-fi— is the fa moot *
SAB. Process.” made in Norway and refined in onr own American
Laboratories. It is a guarantee of purity and palatabiliU unsurpassed.
Scott A Bowuc.- Btoomhckl. N, J,
[HI

Gott’s Island.
Miss Evelyn Gott is visiting at Mc-

Kinley.

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Harding are
at Manset.
March S.
“Mrs. Chips. Jr.”

visiting

The

community was saddened
Monday by the death of Mrs. Med
bury Grindle of Portland, formerly
of this place.
Her death resulted
from blood poisoning.
She leaves,
besides
her
husband,
two
sons.
Ronald and James, a mother. Mrs.
Hannah
abrother. Herman,
Joyce,
of this place, and six sisters. Mrs.
Amos Staples of this place. Mrs.
Fred Freeman of Lebanon. N
H..
Mrs John Garlick of Pigeon Cove.
Mass., Myrtle Joyce of Portland. Elsie Joyce of Winterport and Mrs.
Will Gott of this place.
The body
will be brought here in the spring
for burial.
Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence
Harding
have returned from a visit in Manset.
Friday noon the news came that
Mrs. Bertha Morrill Jones of North
Vassal boro had died of pnenuc-n t.
She was born on this island and
lived here until a few years ago.
making her home with Mrs. Maggie
Trask.
Her untimely death is a
blow to all.
Mrs. Trask was making
her home with her this winter.
Sh“
leaves a husband, brother, father and
The
grandfather.
body w.ll be

brought

here

burial.
March 14.

in

the

for

spring

“Mrs. Chips, Jr."

-oV t. Desert Ferry.
Mrs. Harold Dow has gone to Seal
Harbor to care for Airs. Pierce, who
is ill.
M'ss Eleanor Clarke, who is spending the winter in Brookline. Mass., is
visiting her parents. W. P. Clarke
and wife.
Mrs. Thelma Dow and children
spent last week in Ellsworth.
Mrs. Ora Jordan is in Bangor with
her father, Charles Stratton, who is
receiving treatment at the hospital.
March 15.
C.
-o-

Wosl Franklin.
P. W. DeBeck has had a telephone
installed in his residence.
Richard astings, who is employed
in Bath, is spending a few days at
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Dunham are
receiving congratulations on the
birth of a daughter.
Mrs. Irving Rollins entertained
the “Merry Go Rounds” Monday
evening in honor of Mrs. Annie Dyer,
who was here from Surry a few days.
Miss Evangeline Abbott, who has
spent the winter at Harrington, is
visiting her cousin. Pauline Billings.
Lloyd Dunham, who teaches the
Surry high school, is at home for the
spring vacation.
Mrs. Luella Butler and son Allen
are in Portland, called there by the
illness of a relative.
Miss Marcia Springer visited in
Cherryfield last week.
S. T. Goodwin was recently called
to Waltham by illness In the family
of hts son Harry.
Mrs. John C. Dane of Portland is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. D.
E. Smith.
Miss Rena Coombs, who has employment at Bangor is spending a
few days at home.
To help defray graduation expenses, the seniors of Franklin high
school
have
designated
Monday,
March 15. as "tag day.”
Every
citizen attending the annual town
meeting will be asked to purchase a
tag and wear it as a token of helpfulness <o the class of '20.
March 15.
“Echo.”
MEMORIAL

September
our

Hancock Kills.
I.!ncoln Davis has liepn called to
Cherry held by the illness of his
father.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew* Partridge
have returned to their home at Hancock Point, after several weeks with
Mr. Partrid e's mother. Mrs. E. L.
Kief.
Miss Vivian Havey of Northeast
Harbor was a recent visitor at Mrs.
Flora Orcutt’s.
Reuben Martin and wife are home
from Aroostook county.
Vn. Margaret Kief is very ill at
the home of her daughter. Mrs. Minnie Wilbur, in Eastbrooa.
March. 15.
M.

RESOLUTION'S.

The silent messenger has for the first
time entered our midst since our tent.
Daughters of Veterans, was organized

19. 1919. and called home
esteemed sister. Nellie M. Johnson.

Resolved. That by her passing. Amanda Watson Bowler tent. No. 11. has
lost a loyal member, one who was ever
ready to lend a helping hand to those
in trouble, and who. in all her last illness. was a patient sufferer.
Resolved. That we send a copy of
these resolutions to the husband and
family, that they be placed upon our
records, a copy sent to The Ellsworth
American, and our charter be draped in
mourning for thirty days.

The Crown's Share.
Under English common law. the
shore that lies between low and high
tide belongs to the crown.

Mias Beatrice Hodgkins, Center, i»
home from Southwest Harbor high
school for the spring vacation.
Mias Bernice Ashley, who is teaching at Seal Harbor, is spending her
vacation in Ellsworth and Bangor.
is home
Lurlene
Rutnill
Miss
from Southwest Harbor high school
tor the vacation.
N.
March 12.

Partridge

Exercise
Anyone whose occupation or duties prevents some daily outdoor
is likely to be troubled with biliousness and other digestive evil,
If possible you should walk to business every moraine, but be
to eat a heavy breakfast just before you start. It is advlsable to take long walks before eating, but at least a quarter
hour should elapse if possible after a heavy meal, before
indulging in any active exercise.
At the first sign of any disorder, take one or two teaThis will keep
spoonfuls of “L. F.” Atwood's Medicine.
your
digestive organs in good order and relieve the dijturbtng
sick
suffer
from
If
headaches,
regular
doses
you
symptoms.
of this tried and tested old remedy will bring blessed relief
by removing the cause. The relief will not be temporary, at
the expense of some other organ, but will be a permanent
improvement for the entire system. Get a 50c bottle today
from any medicine dealer. “L.F." Medicine Co., Portland, Me.

Cove.

Edgar Springer is employed at
Morrison's mill. Lamoine.
has been
Kenneth Young, who
employed in Lincoln. Is home.
from
home
is
Miss Dorothy Young
Ellsworth high school for two weeks’
vacation.
March 15.
“Hubbard."
Gouldsboro.
Edward
Spurting has gone to
Isle
to work.
Presque
The R. F. D. driver will be gladly
He
welcomed on his route again.
has been ill of influenza.
March 8.
“Eittah."
WORTH WEIGHT IN

BOTH

SLIGHTLY

IN

ERROR

Physiclsn and Lovesick Youth Wer#
Al ke Too Quick to Jump to
Conclusions.

GOLD. HE ASSERTS
Howar<l

Gain-

Fourfwn

Taking Tanlac

and

I.ay-

Pound<

hoc

Aside.
"I've gained fourteen pounds in
six weeks taking Tanlac and now
j I'm a well man," said Henry S. Howard, a well-known farmer and stockraiser of King Hill, Idaho.
"I had suffered from rheumatism
and indigestion twelve years.” he
continued, "and could hardly eat a
because
went
thing
everything
against me and I had no appetite.
Every joint in me was swollen with
rheumatism and hurt so I could
hardly bare to be touched. I was in
such a bad fix I couldn't work and
had to use a walking stick to get
along. The first bottle of Tanlac
made a great change in my feelings,
my rheumatism soon left me and I
threw my stick aside, for now.l can
walk as well as anybody.
[
*
*Aud eat!—why, I just can't get
j enough and I feel like I could do as
work as I ever could.
Tanlac
j much
is worth its weight in gold, and it
has
me
convinced
that
there's
at least one medicine
that will do
what they say it will and 1 want to
do my part in letting everybody
know about it.”
Tanlac is sold in Ellsworth by E.
G. Moore and by the leading druggist
in every town.

There's a certain physician In Los
Angeles who admits the Joke's on him.
Incidentally, he will shortly lose his
daughter, lie tells It this way:
“I was In my study when the door
was flung open and In came Jack.
I
know him well, and Just a glance told
me that he was far from being his
usual self. Indeed, he looked positively 111.
"Without waiting for him to speak
I commenced an examination.
His
heart was fluttering, his brow was
fever heat, his pulse was racing.
"I sprang toward the phone, crying,
over my shoulder. 'You’re a case for
the hospital, young man.'
he
"'Sure,'
admitted; ‘but you
might have let me ask you first!’
•"Ask me whatf I demanded In astonishment.
’I want to marry your daughter,'
he said, and then I readied that I
had made the wrong diagnosis and
that he had misconstrued my reference to the hospital."—Los
Angeles
Times.

HISTORIANS HAVE NOT SAID

We call attention

not so much to the size of
this average daily production as to the extent
of the effort we put into the making of these
30x3-, 3Qx3Vfe-, and 31x4-inch sizes.

The separate factory we have devoted to
their manufacture is not only the largest of
its kind in the world, but it makes fully
effective that experience and resourcefulness
which have produced the tires most popular
on

the

higher-priced

cars.

bearing the Goodyear name contain
a higher relative value than these tires for
Ford, Chevrolet, Dort, Maxwell and other
requiring the sizes mentioned.

cars

If you

of these cars, go

the nearest Goodyear Service Station Dealer for these
tires and for Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes.
He has them.
own one

to

REPRESENT pg

Fredcrlco A. P«ct I, the
F.rrt
bassador From That
the United States

Peru has been added i0
the |[*
Latln-Amerlcan states
hassles in Waahlngton. slates
,h, «
fork Tribune. The dm
frederico A. IVaet, has
arrived t
country and the state
,i,.,,art
seems Inclined to annul
for his b.
Its famous Costa Kleun
"house
to the effect that no
diplomatic
Oltlnn can he given io a 1
.atin am
can
government Coming into
through revolution. President
ass timed control In
Lima by
year and exiled hi, predecessor
so on
the gronnd that he
has
electeil president by the
people
tenn to hegin a few months
Interr u<
that the administration in
„(!!„
planning to count him out.
Sir. Pern will he welcomed
as the
representative of Peru, a stair
ah*
has always had the mo t
friendly nj
tlons with the fnlted States
Hi
served here formerly both ns first
of
rotary
legation and u
t.litister. Ht
m
knows this country
tie.roughly
English ns well as he d<s SpanM
and enjoys In an ex. optional
d-t
the esteem of government end at
circles In Washington. In which be
long been at home

maintaining
arubaj™
rJl

VZ

L..J,

foriri

(JJi

They were haring one of the n-tinl
family qunrrels over his having been
at a meeting at the Commercial club

Boston Capitalist-! Form
Organiutia
Something Llk; the Fomaui
Hudson's Bay Company.

while she was "at home all alone nn<l
lonesome."
“You don't wish me to have any city
or country
spirit, either.” he finally
told her hotly. "1 wonder where our
country would he today If nil the men
who have lived In It had stayed at
home and petted their wives all their
off hours as you are wanting me to do
for you?"
“Well, the women always suffer."
she retorted. “Public men never have
time to appreciate their wives and
sympathize with—"
Then he Interrupted her.' "Oh. that
cry for sympathy"
(lie was angry
now). “I suppose (hat It’s a nation
old cry.
I imagine that while Patrick
Henry was at the Virginia legislature
making his famed speech, ‘Give me
liberty or give tue d"Hth.' that Mrs,
Patrick H. was at home walling. 'Give
me sympathy or give me death.'"—
Indianapolis News.

Shakespeare Down to Date.
Justice Wayne, dramatic actress,
finds an explanation of the question as
to why Shakespearian plays seldom
win financial reward In what she
Shakespeare's inability to give
his productions catchy titles. She suggests a repertoire of the bard's plays
rechrlstened to meet popular demands
for stimulating titles.
She suggests
"How Could You. Juliet?” as more appropriate than plain "Romeo and
Juliet."
She also would substitute
“Call of the Flesh" for "The Merchant
of Venice;” “Strangled In Bed" for
"Othello; “The Nutty Princess" for
“Hamlet;” “Henry. Whom Do You
Love?" for "Henry V;" "Big Dick” for
"Richard the Third“The Knife" for
“Julius Caesar" and "Moonlight and
Honeysuckle” for “Midsummer Night s
Dream.”

Word tins Just come out of the Nortl
a
rlvnl to the Hudsons Bay co»
puny that has sprung up It h tu organisation hacked by Boston In'eres*
and Its aim Is to get a -! are of the
trade that the "AnHent atnl HononHi
Association of Adventurers" has s» i
nopollzi-d for over a
tury. lust
spring t'npt. i,ou!s l.m.e nf .Vine.
Alaska, was sent Into the Arctic m establish a string of its truing posts tor
the Boston body.
The expedition went Into the Mini
via Calgary. Alberta, with eight car
loads of goods, of an estimated nlw
of ?2-10,000.
In addition to this they
sent In a river power boat for opentlon on the Mackenzie river The vessel was sent In sections and assembled
on the hlg river.
The party sorts)
slowly down the river, canvassing and
exploring among the tribes and oclj
reached Fort Marpherson when winter
came. They will stay there until iprtnj
opens the river and allows them to
proceed further. The company Intend!
locating Its rmats by the ploneerinj
party, and will then keep them supplied by means of ships from Nome
during the short summer.
of

Reasonable Expectation.
“Ah, how do you do. sir?" sainted
the suave salesman of enlarged crayon
portraits, as the householder opened
the door. "I am offering—Sly stnn!
Is that revolver loaded?"
“I reckon," replied Gap Johnson of
Rumpus Ridge. “Leastways, ’twss. d*
last time I noticed.”
“Heavens and earth, man! What do
you suppose will happen if you permit that little child to continue to
amuse himself with the weapon?"
“He'll proha'ly break llie hammer
ofTn It on one of the other children*
heads. I’ve told 'em

30x3V2 Goodvear Double-Cure
Fabric. All-Weather Tread_

$23io

30x3V2 Goodyear Single-Cure
Fabric, Anti-Skid Tread_

s21—

Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes are thick, strong tubes thar
reinforce casings properly. Why risk a good
casing with a
cheap tube? Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes cost little more
than tubes of less merit.
3 x 3Yz «i*e in water- 4; a zq
proof bag..U

The Cheerful Exterminator.
On moving into our honeymoon
apartment we discovered that it was
sadly In ne^d of the services of an exterminator. With a bride’s
Ignorance
of apartment house life and the clubof
tlie cockroach, I regarded
by ways
this' as a personal disgrace, anil took
great care to keep it a profound secret from our friends.
One day, while exhibiting my shlnj
new
kitchen eqtt piuent to a girl
friend, I answered t lie back-door buzzer, and there was the exterminator,
inquiring in a loud, cheerful tone,
“Well, how are the cockroaches?"
The situation reduced my mind to
such a pulp that I babbled, "They’re
well, thank you !’’—Exchange.
The B te That Failed.
rule the relations between
Russians and Japanese soldiers in Siberia have been friendly enough.
But
ut a town on the Transiherian
railway,
which had just been freed from the
foul tyranny of bolsherist rule, a
.Jap
anese
soldier haled a big, staring
moujlk into the presence of his com
tnandlng officer. “What has tie been
doing?’’ asked the colonel. “1 gave
him a cigarette." said the soldier
“and then he tried to bite me!” Kissing, even between members of the opposite sexes, is not a Japanese cusAs
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SEEK FOR TRADE IN ARCTIC

terms

No tires

TO

Of Course There Is Just a Possibility
That Mrs. Patrick Henry
Was Unsympathetic.

so

The World’s Largest Production
of Tires on the Smaller Cars Alone

HERE

“k

Big Consumption of Molasses
Approximately 75,000,000 gallons of
molasses are used
annually in tha
manufacture ol feeds.

a

time or two to

quit letting him have It, but yon know
how children Is.”—Kansas City Star.

Schooldays.

In n physiology recitation during •
discussion of the organs of breath'
Ing. n sixth grade girl, "hen
what the diaphragm was, replied! »
is something that If we didn't !>»'•
**
we'd go all out of shape when
breathed.”
The teacher In assigning a
In the fifth grade geography ended W
saying: “The question need not
a”'
answered by written answer; the
There
onns
swers ilium
In ;uui
must ue
be m
your head
was a general laugh when a boy raise)
I
his hand and asked, “Must I hand

askej

bar
Mines Coal.
on.
claim to the
girl coal miner In America and Pr‘
»
ably In the world. Miss Rieka Ott
her name and she Is Just twenty-on'
years old and very attractive.
she Is a coal miner, and Is proud of
In addition, she Is a coal operator
truck driver, farmer and general )a<
of all trades.”
Back in the bills0
Mount Oliver, a suburb, she was
covered merrrlly wheeling her hlai
hi
diamonds from the little pit In the
Girt

Pittsburgh lays

dis-

side.
Name Hard to Ascertain.
Gertrude found a cat and short!
after a neighbor asked her its nan)
t
“Oh, I don’t know yet,” answered
natn*
youugster; “I called It every cat
and It won't meow to any of them-

Mr. McKinley’s letter
brings cheer to all who
may be sufferers as he
Read it:

S.

"T ran honestly say that 1 owe
nfe to Pemna. After some of
boat doctors In the country
e me up and told me I could
Peruna
rot live another month,
rj me. Travelling from town
to town, throughout the country
;nd having to go Into all kinds
of barilv heated stores and bulldln«s, sometimes standing up for
hours at a time while plying my
It is only
trade as auctioneer,
natural that I had colds freanrntlrt 80 when this would
occur I paid little attention to it,
until last l»«cember when I contracted a severe case, which,
through neglect on my part
settled on my Ilungs. When albegan doctoring,
most too late,
hat, without avail, nntll I heard
0f IVruaa.^It cared met so I
oannot praise It too highly/*

Ive

PE-RU-NA
It

Cured
Me
McKinley, 2504 El
22od St. Kansas
City, Mo., Member of the Society of U. SI
Jewelry
Auctioneers.
Sold

Tablet

Everywhere.
Liquid Form

or

___l

5 To 7 Minutes For Tea
tea 5 to 7 minutes never
than 7. Don't Jet it stand. Serve

Steep
more

immediately
Thus you will get All the good:
All the wholesome harmlessness.
Without the harmful tannic acid.
OF COURSE. YOU MUST HAVE
GOOD TEA TO BEGIN WITH

THE
RESTFUL
TEA
3419

it the fastest selling tea in Eastern Maine.
Your dealer has the sealed packets,
—all types. Prices right.
Thurston and Kingsbury Co., Bangor, Me.
Your dealer also sells and recommends
T and K Coffee and T and K Extracts

Marlboro.
>'■■■!

i;

ra

l!

Springer died Sun-

H. iit the home of Mr.
Springer, with wham
her home for nearly
Her death was the remceil age. and her sufferin an Impaired mind,
f short duration.
Mrs.
:
■r
a
remarkable woman
m
me respects.
She had wondered endurance, never
irk day in her life up to
r ji;0"th.
She was a
ark of the home.
Six
die berrying one foggy
e
became lost, and it
1 1 the
noil day that she
in good health, and only
I' l.'iod from her
experience,
r n-er
was
in
her eightyVf*:ir
She
leaves two stepi
Mrs. U. W. Springer and
'f
!:
Koss, besides several
d nephews.
The body was
i'1""
and
nephews.
The body
1
" “d
In the tomh at Riverside
rs'i, [,.>-y
Hancock. Services will be
“e,l‘ at the time of
burial.
1,111
Mrs.
Arthur Hodgkins
.1
party in honor of Mrs. Hodgsls‘er. Miss Stella Carter, on
arch
A good number of friends
«er® Present, and an evening of Jollinration was
spent.
cow has been
ij a,ol*l<>r Guernsey
,he herd of O. W. Ford. Mr.
ls
taking much pride in dalrya good summer's
'■V.

;n

ii

■

?,ns.

husinesstiCll>a*ln8
The

community seems well satis,n the
election of D. W. Springer
road commissioner for Marlboro.
movement is on foot among some
Progressive citizens to give in
,LU'“
snow bills for
i%e on our roads
mis
summer.
Stratton is Spending a few
aeu

“s

Hancock
AMUt
l"ert

Corner.

Hodgkins of Bar Harbor
,ew days la8t week visttinJ’sK nis re.
sister, Mrs. Alice McIntyre.
March 15.
“Jane.”
3

West Eden.
Mrs. J. I,t>e Fogg went to Bangor
last Friday with her little granddaughter. Azerlee Phillips, who has
been spending the winter here.
Miss Oetavia Haraor. who underwent a critical operation in the Bar
Harbor hospital four weeks ago. has
gone to Northeast Harbor to spend a
few
weeks with her sister. Mrs.
Frank Stanley.
On account of the many severe
snow storms and so much deep snow,
the fuel problem is becoming serious.
W. F. Higgins spent a few days recently in Bar Harbor.
Mrs. Lelia Tripp is at home from
Trenton, where she has been teaching. Her daughter. Miss Muriel, a
student at Castine normal school, is
with her, having been obliged to give
up her studies on account of illness.
George Mayo, who went to Bar
Harbor a few weeks ago on account
of Illness in the family of his son
Liston, has returned home.
Mr.
Mayo, wife and daughter have been
ill
of
but
are
better.
quite
grip,
March 8.
M.
o

Brooklin.
Mrs. Frank W. Cole has gone to
Boston for a few months.
The “farmer's ball.’’ under the
auspices of the Rebekah circle, was a
The stage was arsuccess.
great
ranged like a hay-loft, and was
decorated
with vegetables,
apples
and live fowl.
Music was by Messrs.
who
were
Staples and
Cooper,
The costumes
dressed like farmers.
of the couples in the grand march
were all that could be desired.
The
march was led by Mrs. E. H. Bridges
and Mrs. Hattie Joyce, who were followed by about twenty-five couples.
Prizes were awarded to Mrs. Hattie
For the gentleJoyce for the ladies.
men’s prize, there were two contestants, Walter Crockett and Lawrence
Lurvey. A pleasant evening was
Fancy articles and ice-cream
spent.
Net proceeds, about
were on sale.

$19.
West Stonington.
(Hamblen), widow of
U’nu!0li«e
Gross> died of pneumonia,
Fehl,1 S’ 10,
a long period of
f»iin,UaThealth.after
In her death the
of 'Vest Stonington lose a
mniil6!
friend and neighbor, and
hpr r

Russell Morgrage and family have
to Castine to visit Mr. Morgrage’s parents.
“Une Femme.”
March 8.
gone

-oHives, eczema, itch or salt rheum sets
Can't bear the touch of
crazy.
you
your clothing. Doan's Ointment is fine
All druggists sell it,
for skin itching.

y one whom It was their de*
care for.
Mrs. Gross was
at Placentia
island
seventy- 60c a box.—Advt.
s„
ears aso coming, at the age
ot tM ;
rn
thirteen years to this town, where
e spent
the remainder of her life.
of soun<l principles, Bhe
honored member of the
Fr
Snaptist
For Infants and Children
church, and the society
<
“
her younger days helped In Use For Over
tlle ^est Stonington church.
1 her
ten children, six survive—
Rich of Isle au Haut,
na„.
Gross
and Mrs. Lucinda Gerrich*6of
Vinalhaven, Mrs. Hattie McMrs. Margaret McGuffle and
H
Many Accidental Crownings.
of Stonington.
All exMrs- Rich were present at the
Accidental drowning caused 5,550
which was held at the home deaths, or 7.1 per 100.000, In this counrnoay, Rev. e. V. Allen officiating. try last yenr. Th's rate is consideraMarch 12.
F.
bly less than that for any preceding
year since 1010, and is also decidedly
below the average for the decade 1901Subscribe for the
1910.
Ellsworth American

lleht
3

waJ',°man
thaf
hi,,,1.
npU!!
^Harctta

P,,!ral

C ASTORIA
30 Years

Hancock Point.
Miss Eleanor Ball has returned, to !
a few
weeks at home.
Bana
Hodgkins Is home from
Hinckley for one week.
1. L. Crabtree and wife, who have
spent the winter with their daughter,.!
Mrs. I. H. Foss, have returned to
their home at Mt. Desert Ferry.
Arthur Lounder, who has been on
a
tug boat plying between Boston
and Virginia, is expected home this
(Copyright, 1920, Western Newspaper Union)
week.
Alton Beardslee had arisen to an
March 15.
R.
uncomfortable and Inauspicious mornEgypt.
Mrs. Leonard Clarke, who went to
ing. In the first place he had been
Bar Harbor to care for her daughter ] routed out of bed at 7
o'clock and
and family, who were ill, has recalled to the telephone, where his
turned
home.
Her
little
grand- : broker informed him that Consolidated
daughter came with her.
Central had closed the day before on a
Miss Vangie Abbott is visiting her
steep decline and that they would call
cousin. Pauline Billings.
Willie Goodwin
of
Washington for margins by noon if the market
Junction is visiting his grandparents.
opened “groggy.”
E. E. Scanimon and wife.
“With my marriage with Laura
March 15.
L.
Pearson announced for only fifteen
-odays from now, the prospect looks decidedly blue," ruminated Beardslee
UNCLE SAM’S GAME RESERVE drearily. “Why did I ever get into
this Juggling stock game?"
Island of Afopnak. on South Coast of
His eyes Id Inked und he tried to
Alaska, Peculiarly Adapted for
battle an annoying superstitious influthe Purpose.
ence as Ills glance swept a calendar
hanging on the wall,
One of the most
picturesquely In“Friday and the thirteenth,” he
teresting parts of our national domuttered defiantly.
"As 1 don’t bemain Is a large Island o(T the south
lieve in signs or omens—the mischief!”
coast of Alaska.
It Is called Afognak
Stepping on a truant collar button
and is about 65 miles long
Beardslee joggled, ids elbow came up
by 40 in
with
width,
a very irregular shore line
against the mirrored front of his shavand deeply indented by bays.
ing cabinet and in dismay lie drew
It is tile property of the government,
back from a shower of glass.
and In 1802 was set aside by President
“I won't get rattled,” he insisted
Harrison as a game and fish reserve.
doughtily, but lie left the house half
The Important purpose that it serves
un hour later in a wretched state of
is that of a preserve for salmon, all
nervousness.
His objective point was
the finest varieties of which run
the office of a friend who might be inup its
stream In great numbers at the breedclined to assist him.
ing season to spawn.
■a iiuh'k cut was crossing tne road.
Afognak Is a mountainous Island,
“I’ll boat the warning stuff,” deof volcanic origin, Its loftiest
clared Iieardslee.
peak
“Come on, kitty.
rising to an elevation of 1.300 feet
Good for you—squarely in front of me.
In Use Interior are a number of large
Now then. Fate, do your worst!”
lakes,
which
are
the
Three squares further on the mock
breeding
grounds of the salmon.
One of
heroic mood of our mentally disturbed
these, Letnlk lake, Is seven miles long,
hero came to a climax. A derisive exand on Its shore Is located a big govpression crossed his face. He walked
ernment fish hatchery.
squarely under a ladder set against a
In the days of long ago. before the
building front, a painter aloft.
United States bought Alaska, the sal“HI, there!”
mon fishery of Afognak was
operated
Too late Heardslee caught the warnthe
by
Husslan-Amerlcan company,
ing. The painter aloft had dropped
which established on the island a colhis brush. Full of paint it landed on
ony of Its superannuated and pensioned
Beardslee's shoulder, made a straight
employes. These were Aleuts, whose
downward dip and slid down one side
descendants today compose the native
of him clear to his feet, leaving a
population, somewhat more than 400,
smooth, even strip of white the enthough their blood Is much mixed.
tire length of his body.
Beardslee
disdained the fulsome apologies of the
Soldiers and Banana Growing.
knight of the paint pot and turned
The New South Wales government
into a little shop bearing the sign,
hns not been long In providing Its re"Cleaning, Repairing & Dyeing Done
turning soldiers with work.' One of
Here.”
the enterprises undertaken with this
“I’m in a hurry,” he announced to
object Is the cultivation of bananas
an old man in charge.
“How soon can
on n large scale.
There Is no fruit
you
put this suit in presentable
crop that yields such a quick return
shape?”
ns
the banana and In the present
“Half an hour,” came the reply,
flourishing state of the market no
after some mental calculation.
better undertaking could have been
“Go to it!” und Beardslee practicalIt Is
selected, given the right men.
ly disrobed so far ns his outer garnot work for the lazy.
But among the
ments were concerned and wrapped
demobilized troops are plenty of men
hlmsfelf In a blanket apportioned him,
who are young, tough and teachable.
and snuggled down in a chair gloomily.
Four hundred acres have been taken
He half dozed, with closed eyes, quickns a beginning and each settler has 12
months' probation before a black Is
ly opened, however, as there was a
flash and then th£ sound of an exploIntrusted to him. The sura of £(125 Is
sion.
The interior of the plnce was
advanced to each for Implements,
filled with smoke and flames and Its
stock, and house-building material.
had
The soldiers have already started and
proprietor, whose
operations
enjoy their rough life in the hills. The somehow Ignited the cleaning mateexperienced planter, Mr. C. Rose, who rial he had been using, was making
for the street. Beardslee sprang up,
is In charge, sees nothing but success
to reward for their effort t.
rushed thither himself and in his halfdressed condition darted lnto^the hallNew Kind of Linen.
way of an adjoining office building.
Textillt consists of a paper thr.ad
The street became crowded as the
and a fiber thread twisted together,
fire alarm was sounded.
Beardslee
and, though the percentage of long
gave up his clothes as lost. He turned
fiber Is very small, it is claimed to
Into an office where a young man sat
have yielded products that the unporing over some writing. He stared
initiated cannot distinguish from the
askance at the Indian-like habit of the
former linen andl jute fabrics.
Intruder.
“What’s the address here?” asked
Can't look well, eat well,or feel well
Beardslee of the clerk.
with impure blood.
Keep the blood
“Elston building.”
pure with Burdock Bitters.
Eat sim“What room number?”
ply. take exercise, keep clean.and good
-inirreen.
health is pretty sure to follow.
$1.25
"It’s the limit!” muttered Beardsa bottle.—Advt.
lee, but he completed the message.
Then he sat down to wait.
In the
Ashville.
course of an hour the envoy from his
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Martin of
landlady arrived. Beardslee resumed
Columbia Falls are with Mr. Martin’s
his way to his originally conceived
father, William Martin, for the redestination, the office of the friend
mainder of the winter.
who might be Inclined to help him out
Mrs. Harry Hill and daughter
Leonice have returned from Prospect
financially.
Harbor, where they were called by
"Left for New York on the Limited
the illness and death of Mrs. Hill’s
an hour ago,” was the depressing inmother, Mrs. Wasgatt.
formation he received.
Mrs. Nellie Bunker, who has been
Beardslee shrugged his shoulders
employed in Bar Harbor, is home.
Shirley Tracy has recovered from resignedly. The fates were certainly
his illness and returned to his emngalnst him. He proceeded on his
ployment in Bangor.
way, determining what he would do;
Mrs. E. E. Bragdon has returned
order his broker to close up his deals,
from a visit in Bangor.
stand the loss, call upon Laura, sugMrs. Inez Clarke of Howland is
gest a postponement of the wedding
visiting her father, William Martin. until he
got on his feet again, and
March 8.
“Phoebe.”
leave speculation alone for the future.
As he neared the office of his broker the
CHILD ALMOST DEAD
latter ran up against him on the street.
GR AN DIM OTHER SAVES LIFE.
"Oh, I say; Just the man!” he spoke
Roxbury, Mass. A grandmother in
exuberantly. "I’m bound for the exRoxbury writes: "I put great faith
in your medicine, and one of my chilchange, but I’ll go back with you and
dren wras dying.
The doctor said she
settle up.”
could not live until morning, and I ran
out to the drug store, got a bottle of
“Settle up?" replied Beardslee, rueDr. True’s Elixir, was so excited I gave
fully. "If there's a deficit you’ll have
her the. half of the bottle at once, and
at night I gave her the other half.
I
to give me a day or two to make
thought, it’s either kill or cure, for the |
doctor says she is dying anyway: but
good."
She went to sleep. I
she did not die.
"Deficit? Why, man, we thought it
the first sleep for a week, and the next
best to close out the deal In the face
morning she passd two worms, red in
color, six inches long. The doctor I of an
alluring profit, and there’s thircame to see if she was dead, but he
ran out pretty quick, as she was sitteen thousand dollars to your credit!
ting in her chair eating a bowl of oatWhat you want to do? Shall we remeal and milk.
That was twentyfour years ago. and now she has a baby
invest It for you?"
girl of her own, seven months old.
‘‘Why, no, not right away,” stumbled
who is also using Dr. True’s Elixir.”
(Name on request.)
the dared Beardslee.
“Then Central
Constipation, headaches, tired feeling, weakness, spots before the eyes, Consolidated tvent up?”
bad breath, sleeplessness, irritability,
“First thing the maiket opened—
dizziness, and many other signs of
sickness, can be relieved if you take thirteen points In an heap."
the prescription known as Dr. True’s
"Mirror, black cat. h dder,” he solllElixir The Family Laxative and Worm
otjulred, “all wipor. But the money—
Expeller. It has done much for sick
people, men, women and children, ever never to be risked
again, that’s solid,
since 1851—over 68 years’ reputation. !
Take Dr. True’s Elixir—give it to
real, tangible thirteen (thousand dollars.
Laxative ! Dear little Laura!
yo^rwchildren“The Family
you and comAT ALL DEAL^^ormj^poner.
mon sense after this r
ERS.
Dr. J.F.True & Co., Auburn. Me.

Revere, Mass., after spending

itfjs

Reliable Information
All American women know of the great success of
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound in restoring to health women who suffered from ailments peculiar to their sex, yet there are some who are skeptical
and do not realize that all that is claimed for it is
absolutely true—if they did, our laboratory would not
be half large enough to supply the demand,
though
today it is the largest in the country used for the
manufacture of one particular medicine.
The Facts contained in the following two letters should

prove of benelit to many women :
Uuffalo, N. Y.— I suffered with
Sacramento, Caiif.—“ I had ororganic inflammation and displace- ganic trouble and had such terrible
ment. When lifting I had such pain
pain and swelling in the lower part
and bearing down that I was not
of my side that I could not stand on
able to stand up, and it hurt me to
my feet or even let the bed clothes

walk or go up or down stairs. I was
to a doctor without any results and he said the safest thing
would be to have an operation. I
met a lady who told me she had
three operations and was not well
until she took Lydia E. Pinkham’s

going

Vegetable Compound.
I felt relief after taking two bottles
of Vegetable Compound and I
kept
on

with

it until I

ways use

Lydia

was

E.

Pills and they

cured.

I al-

Pinkham’s Liver

are fine.
sour on mv

Everything

used to turn
stomach and
the Liver Pills relieved that.”—Mrs.
A. Koobrs, 593 Fargo Avenue,
Buffalo, N. Y.

touch my side.

thinking

I gave up my work

I would not be able to go
back for months. My mother advised me to take Lydia E. Pirkham 'a

Vegetable Compound

as it had saved
one time, and it put me
in a wonderful condition in a couple
of weeks, so I can keep on working.
I work in a department store and
have to stand on my feet all day and
I do not have
any more pains. I
surely recommend your vegetable
Compound to all my friends and you
may use these facts as a testimon-

her life at

ial."—Bertha J. Parker, 3320 M
St.. Sacramento, Calif.

The fact is, the Best Medicine for Women is

Lydia E.Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound
IT

LVDIAE

PINKHAM

MEDICINE CO.. LYNN.

MASS.

ELLSWORTH PEOPLE
PREVENT APPENDICITIS

Many Ellsworth people are using
simple glycerine, buckthorn bark,

etc., as mixed in Adler-i-ka.
This
flushes BOTH upper and lower bowel
so completely It removes all foul, accumulated poisons from alimentary
canal
and
prevents
appendicitis.
Adler-i-ka relieves ..NY CASE gas
on stomach or sour stomach.
Often
CURES constipation.
In one case
of chronic stomach trouble ONE bottle produced wonderful results.
C.
E. Alexander. ..ruggist.
A TWIOE-TOLIi TALE.
One of Interest to Our Rentiers.
Good news bears repeating, and |
when it is confirmed after a long
lapse of time, even if we hesitated to
believe it at first bearing, we feel secure in accepting its truth now. The
following experiepce of an Ellsworth
Falls man is confirmed after twelve Move Out When
Hyomei Moves In,

Catarrh Germs

years.

Frank E. Fernald, Waltham St.,
No
stomach
ia
dosing:.
Hyomei
made chiefly of oil of eucalyptus taken
Ellsworth Falls, Me., says:
"I had
from the eucalyptus forests of inlaud
trouble with my back and could Australia,
andeombined with other exhardly stand the pain. It was hard cellent antiseptics.
In inland Australia the atmosphere
for me to stoop over or straighten
is so impregnated with balsam thrown
I had read a great deal about
up.
out by the eucalyptus trees that germs
Doan’s Kidney Pills and got a sup- do
not
thrive and
in consequence
colds, catarrh and other nose
ply. It took only one box to bene- coughs,
ami throat afflictions are practically
I have since had return i unknown.
fit me.
Breathe Hyomei and get the same
symptoms of the trouble but Doan’s I
germ
killing effect as you
Pills
Kidney
procured at E. G. ! pleasant
would get in the eucalyptus forests.
Moore's Drug Store again gave me
Hyomei is sold by druggists everywhere and by Charles E. .Alexander
immediate relief..”
on
a
of
guarantee
satisfaction
or
Twelve Years Later, Mr. Fernald
money refunded.
said: “Colds settling on my kidneys |
sometimes disorder them, but I can
rely on Doan’s Kidney Pills to relieve me.
The satisfactory experi- !
I
ences
have
had
with
Doan's
strengthened my faith in them and I
It relievos stomach misery, sour stom*
recommend them more highly than I
ever.”
ach, belching and all stomach disease or
Foster-Mil- ! money back.% Large box of tablets 30
60c, at all dealers.
cents. Druggists in all towns.
burn Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.

"Vc

Ends mdigeslion

That’s

Right, Say

“I Want

CELERY KING”

After you eat—always take

Take

purify

a cup to regulate your bowels to
your blood and make you strong

you can withstand an attack of grippe
if it happens to come along this winter.
It's one great vegetable laxative and it
won’t cost you but a few cents to find it
out.
Children like it.
so

Instantly relieve* Heartburn, Bloated Gauy
Feeling. Stops indigestion, food souring, repeating, and all the many miseries caused by

Acid-Stomach

EATONIC i, the beet remedy. Ten, of thousand, wonderfully benefited. Positively guaranteed to please or we will refund money
Oil and get a big box today. You will see.

E.
West Gouldsboro.
Mrs. N. F. Wooster left Monday
for a visit with her daughter, Mrs.
William R. Gardner, in Calais.
E. E. Lovejoy and wife and Mrs.
C. S. Lovejoy left Monday for a twomonths’ stay in Bangor.
L.
March 8.

U.

MOOKK, 58 MAIN St.
Ellsworth, Maine

Removes Impurities.
For home use an electrical device to
ozonize wafer and remove all Impurities, which can be operated from a
light socket, has been Invented.

.i
.iiitt comes from a a..
i.ivi] place to this. I’m u-g>.
I'm n-go'n" to—"

.<
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That evening at (Inslt. with, infinite
not to arouse the woman in the
kitchen, Lindsay left a basket of tine I
Concord grapes and "The Rose Garden Husbund,” a book he had that day
lie didn’t
bought at the drug store.
quite understand the title, but it
sounded good, and the clerk had told
him It was a pretty love story
1911, by McClure Newepeper Syndicate.)
That night at his five miles' distant
home, he sat until midnight, thinking.
"Allie, dear, you look worried."
At last he rose and faced the crayon
"Iam worried, mother.”
portrait caricature of the meek spirit
“Why, what have you to he worried
who had been the mother of his three
about? You’re you rut and pretty and
he
daughters. "Sene,”
whispered, “you engaged to John Shuler, the finest
was a good girl and we loved one anyoung man In the world."
other; but, oh. Sene, you're gone and
"It’s this, mother: John has always
I’m lonesome—lonesome as a bear on
moved In the best circles both at his
the mountain."
home and at the university, and we
He rose and went out to the grave
have lived so simply here—pinching
under the maples beside the highway.
nickels—that I won't know how to
Reaching down one big lean hand he manage the beautiful home he Is buildreverently brushed aside the red and ing for us.”
yellow leaves that covered the dead
“Ton’ll learn, dear, and I will tell
grass.
you everything I know. I had a nice
’Twouldn’t be showin’ no disrespect
home once.”
to you, Sene, honey, ef I was to marry
“Yes, I know, mother, but felling
again ?"—his voice was a pleading apolisn’t seeing.
I lack the practical
ogy—“I wanted to tell you. Sene, I'm knowledge of everyday usage. We've
thlnkln’ of somebody.
Taln't nobody
mostly eaten out of boxes, we've been
about here, Sene, you ever saw—you
no busy."
needn't worry about It bein’ one of
"That's true enough, Allle.”
these women hereabouts, Sene!"
Mrs. Mangan and her daughter were
Each week Lydia found a pleasing
sewing In their tiny living room during
parcel on her porch, and she went this conversation. Two weeks before
about her work In happy expectat Ion.
Alice bad finished her first year In colOne man of all these people was trylege. While there she had met John
Shuler and it was a love affair at first.*
ing to tell her he respected her, admired her, wanted to marry her!
Alice was working her way through
One evening at dusk, at the end of
college by being an assistant teacher.
the fourth week, Lindsay knocked at
Iler mother, left a widow with two
her door.
little girls when very young, had made
“I’ve been a wantin' to be your beau
a brave fight to educate her children.
for a month," he said bashfully, “only
Alice had been a wonderful help with
I was afraid you wouldn’t let me bel
the housework and sewing, and later
with tutoring.
May I come In and set for a while?”
The humility and the tenderness In
Things were looking much better for
Ids voice brought the tears to her eyes,
them now, as Mrs. Mangan had been
but her tone was bitter:
“I can't let you—they’d scandalize
care

By S. B. HACKLEY
<©.

by McClur* Newspaper Syndicate.)

15*20.

Lydia Bromley dropped her big corncutter’s knife to listen to the coo of a
mourning dove In the far side of the
cane field.
The time of killing frosts
was
near and
Adlnl Booth had besought her to help cut his cane—a
man’s Job. but all the young fellows
of the neighborhood were either In
France or on the way; besides, she
needed the work.
“Oh, little
dove”

dove—oh,

happy little
unconsciously
me
happiness,

the
woman
spoke aloud, “wish
too!
Wish me miles away
from
these cruel people on the nice, big
farm, with cows and pigs and flocks
of fowls that would bring in a living
that wouldn't keep me tied to the
ax, chopping wood all winter, and
bound to the hoe. chopping weeds all
time
summer, with all my leisure
being hired man to the neighbors
decent enough to hire me! Oh, little
dove, If I could, right this minute,
I’d run away and play and loo1, for
Dutchman’s Pipe in the brown leaves
In the woods over there 1”
Just behind the hedge that bordered
the cane field, a lean, brown-faced man
stood. Lindsay Temple had come up
the little hill path back of Lydia’s cottage that sat below on the road, in the
midst of the two acres that belonged to
It, stopping on his way to town to
speak to her about some quilting she'd
agreed to do when the outer work was
done, for, since his wife's death, four
years before, Lindsay had Hved alone
and fended for himself.
at

—

Listening, Lindsay gazed curiously
her from behind the leafy screen.

/

Gazed at Her From Behind the Leafy
Screen.
hundred times he had seen her, and
though her straight erectness, her
blue eyes, sparkling with a proud Independence, and her clear, pink skin—at
fifty, smooth as a girl’s—had always
A

appeared

to him as pleasantly differfrom his neighbor women, he saw
her now with new vision. Unseen, he
went back
dtjrn the hill to where he
had left his buggy.
Six years before, In hope, Lydia
had brought her consumptive husband
and her young daughter from Vermont.
But Park Bromley had died in their
third month In Tennessee, and Lydia
learned the misery that comes of misent

understanding.
A spring, ice-cold and deep, ran out
from under a mighty rock by her front
door, and passersby, men and women,
often stopped for a drink. And Lydia

did not consider it a detriment to her
character to talk to the men, easily,
pleasantly, of the affairs of the day—
even to Invite them, as she did the
women, to sit sometimes for a little
time on her porch.

•cut m tnat section or the
country
It was not the custom of the women
folk to converse much
with men,
and this Innocent sociable practice
of Lydia’s came under bitterest condemnation.
Fanciful tales were circulated about that “bold Northern
woman," and, in the course of time,
she found herself ostracized.
And Lydia, become a pariah, hid the
hurt In her friendly heart, and met
them who ceased to speak in passing,
with a proud mien of defiance.

Laura, the daughter, found occupation in

a

town

In another county, and

Lydia stayed alone—the only bright
spots in her life her love of the outdoors and the occasional visits of her
daughter and of the storekeper’s wife
and daughter, good women, educated
and cultivated.
Lindsay, on his slow way to town,
wondered what had come over him.
He felt strangely young, the mellow
autumn air he breathed was like the
wind oft the blossoming grape In May.
“She ain't any more like the majority of these snuff-dlppin' women
hereabouts than a thrush is like a mudduck !” he told himself.
“These fools
down here ain’t got wisdom enough to
understand she's Jest had different

Wi.ivll

He flushed through his tan.
"It's
dark now—nobody'd know—but I'd a
come In broad daylight only I couldn't
have no stones unjestly cast at you
over me I”
“I couldn’t marry anybody and live
about here," she told him at last. “Now
Laura's married. I’m going to sell this
place Christmas and go away off somewhere.”
“I were bom where I live," Lindsay
fonnd himself saying; “It would pull
me powerful to give It up.”
That night while Lydia wept over
this remark, Lindsay knelt In the frost
under the maples.
“Oh, Sene, I never 'lowed to sell the
place and you air a layln' on It, but
Sene, I’d see the spot where you air
wouldn't never be neglected. I’d see
to it. Sene, dear!”
In a few days Lindsay came to Lydia
with news.
“I'm thinkin’ of buyln’ a place down
In Monroe county," he told her, “close
to White Rock.”
She colored with pleasure. “Laura,
my girl, lives there !'
“Does she?" he said Innocently.
“Rut your farm here, where you were
bom?" she breathed.
“I’m selling it on condition.”
She came close to him. “Oh, Lindsay, you are giving It up—because—"
“Because I'm lovin’ you better’n
keepin’ a parcel of ground. Say' you'll
marry me, and I’ll go home and tell
Nick Prosser he may have it, and I’ll
go tomorrer to White Rock and buy
the farm there and set a carpenter to
mendin’ the house—I can git it habitable by Christmas. Maybe sooner."
The pariah’s eyes grew starlike—
happiness enveloped her like a golden
cloud.
"You are the best man In the world,
Lindsay Temple!" she cried. Lindsay
drew her close in his arms
“No, I ain't—but you air the finest
woman, Lydia, darlin’!"

Says Napoleon Detested Tobacco.
a
letter from Mile. Bertrand,
daughter of General Bertrand. NapolIn

eon’s devoted companion at St. HeleMile. Bertrand maintained that,
although the emperor was commonly
credited with being a snuff-taker, he
detested tobacco In any form. “Only
once,” she wrote, "was Napoleon persuaded to try a pipe. As soon as he
placed the amber lube in his mouth
he flung It from him with a gesture
of dlsgnst and shouted:
“Take the

na,

disgusting thing away.’
“To soothe his chronic Indigestion
the emperor had a mixture of licorice
and brown sugar made up, which he
carried loose in his waistcoat pockets.
He frequently had recourse to this,
and when In company would convey
a pinch to his nostrils as if it were
snuff, but Instead of inhaling it he
would slide It surreptitiously into his
mouth."—Detroit News.
Diet and Longevity.
The subject of diet aiid Its relation
to longevity is one of perennial Interest, and there is no surer road to
fame, or at least to notoriety, than
that of promulgating rules of diet and
living. Everybody would like to pass
the century mark and as many of
them as possible, providing his physical vigor and functions could remain
unimpaired or nearly so, and even
Methuselah's 960 years would scarcely suffice for a man who would like to
taste
all
experiences,
acquire all
knowledge, and treomplish all his
dreams
and
desires. Even then
hopes,
he might be reluctant to shuffle oft
this mortal coil and enter upon new
experiences in the beyond.

Spikes for Roofs.
To ennble a mho to walk on an inclined roof spiked frames, to be
strapped under the shoes, have been

patented.
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"I hate to go to John with a mlserable wardrobe. He wouldn't care—the
dear—but for his sake I want some
clothes and some social knowledge. I
can
learn more In the short time I
shall be at Mrs. Merton's than In years
later—besides, I shall be saved the etnbarrassment of making mistakes."
“Oh. dear!” said Mrs. Mangan, looking bewildered.
“Be a sport, mother, and we'll enjoy this secret together. We've lived
so
secluded here In these little upstairs rooms that no one pays any attention to us. Mrs. Merton has never
seen me, although, being so popular, I
have seen her and heard a lot about
her. too. Please, mother."
"Ten well, Allie. I am almost enthused.”
“I shall go at once and apply for the
place.” said Alice as she pinned on her
hat.
Alice came back beaming with enthusiasm. “I s.art tomorrow and Mrs.
Merten Is a dear. 1 told her I was inexperienced except in plain cooking.
She will show me everything for a
week. Then I will know the routine."
Alice returned every evening and
told her mother and Louise of what
she had gained In knowledge. She kept
a notebook.
jusi

a

to

yglM'
“You’ll Learn, Dear."
offered a position as manager and designer of the dressmaking department
in one of the large stores.
She was
taking a two weeks’ rest that she very
much needed.
She had done dressmaking for y?ars in the little rooms
where she lived with her daughters
and was weary of the drudgery of It.
Louise, the younger daughter, was In
her sophomore year in high school.
Alice, with her beauty and charm,
had won the catch at the university.
John Shuler's parents had ^ome from
a neighboring state for the graduation
of their son, and Mrs. Mangan and
Louise had managed to scrape together enough money to go and meet Aide's Intended husband and his family.
Everything had been so pleasant.
Life looked very bright for them all—
and now Allie was worried.
Alice put down her sewing, grimly
determined.
“Mother, I have a plan
and I hope you won’t lender me. It
ta this: You know the charming Mrs.
Fred Merton who lives In that pretty
house on the comer of Eighth and
Pleasant streets?"
“Yes, dear."
“She needs a maid and I have decided to ask for the place. Now wait
until I tell you my plan.
I can work
for her for two months before my wedJohn Isn’t coming here until
ding.
then.
That will give me some real
money for my trousseau, and you can
have my things made In your shop. I
can learn how things should be done.
The house Is about the size of the one
T am >o live In In Oxbridge, and she
keeps one maid and has a laundress
come In.
Just exactly as John and I
planned for ourselves*”
“But—wouldn’t John and his family be horrified at your working as a
servant?”
“They will never know," declared
Alice. “I shall give another name. I
am used to work and I shall ask questions and learn a lot. You know, Mrs.
Merton belongs to one of the best families and always does the proper thing.”
“If It were any one else, dear," said
the mother, “I would think It a good
plan; but I hate to think of you doing
a servant’s work."
“It is the kind of work that thousands of women do in their own homes.
Besides, I wouldn’t be a servant; I
would only take the place of one for
a few weeks, and I need the
money as
well as the knowledge.
Oxbridge,
John’s home town, being a small place,
goes In hard for society—parties all
the time, and they dress more there
than In a larger placet

imns,

sain

sne,

man

know how a table should he set; nor
where to sent the guest of honor, and
these are Important things to know.
I am taking down the names of the
kinds of china the Mertons have.
“Then, too, Mrs. Merton Is chairman
of the art department In the woman’s
club, and she told me a lot of things
that they study.
For Instance:
I
know, now. that I know nothing about
pictures and I know John doesn't; so
we won't have any pictures
In our
house until we learn something about
them.”
“You have the rest of your lives to
select pictures,” said Mrs. Mangnn, "so
I think you are wise there.”
"Mrs. Merton Is going to borrow
some of the papers that members of
the class have written and let me rend
them. Then I have access to all her
art books.
Sly notebook Is nearly full
now and I have been there only five
weeks.”
“And your clothes are going to be
lovely." said Mrs. Siangan, happily.
“I think you're the cleverest thing,
Allte," exclaimed Louise.
“And I am not working any harder
than if I were home.
I have ihore
money for clothes and all this housekeeping knowledge besides. Then .too,
I shall know how to manage a maidknow how she should dress, wait on
table and answer the door.
I feel
equal to my beautiful home now."
The 5th of September and Alice's
wedding day arrived. John came with
his parents and met the bride with
Louise, the bridesmaid, and their
mother at the church. There was a
beautiful though simple wedding and
no reception afterward.
The bride in golng-away gown and
hat left with her husband for the
mountains immediately after the ceremony. Mr. and Mrs. Shuler left at the
same time for Oxbridge.
It had been

perfect day!
That same evening Louise remarked
her mother;

"I shouldn't be

sur-

prised If Allle made John governor of
tlie state some day."
‘‘I should be more surprised If she
didn't," calmly replied the mother.
Women Writers’ Advantage.
The woman writer was comparing
men and women authors.
"We women have an advantage over the male
“Because if the
writers,” she said.
muse refuses to be wooed we can Indifferently turn to knitting a sock or
trimming a hat, which Is the surest
I
way to bring the muse to terms.
know an author, a man, who says he
goes to his stiffly for three hours
every day at exactly the same time.
He says that sometimes he will spend
most of that time staring at a sheet
of paper with not an Idea in his head.
Now, I think that is a wicked waste
of time, and the muse is probably
giggling at him.
“When my time for writing comes—
and I try to set apart a certain period of every day—if no ideas come
I Just seize my stocking bag and
darn up a few holes, or I cut out a
pretty dress for my kiddie, or I knit
20 rows.
And then the ideas begin
to *ush Into my head thick and fast.
Yes, we women certainly know how
to handle the muse better than the
men folk—for we know that nothing
will get her attention quicker than Indifference and neglect."—Springfield
Union.
False Economy in Words.
T^e Insistent call for economy
should not apply to the use of words,
according to Lady Helen Munro Fergusou, wife of the Governor-*aneral
of Australia, who has been warning
the
students
of the Presbyterian
Ladles college In New South Walesnot to make one word take the place
of half a dozen others. "If you fall In
the attempt to d6 something, you may
perhaps say It is ‘rotten.’ when you
only mean that it is tiresome; or, perhaps, some person may be just ‘decent’
when all the time you mean she is
kind,” remarked Lady Helen. And she
added that the use of one word on occasions where It had no proper place
would simply give the hearer a depressing Idea of the capacity of the
speaker. “Read good literature, learn
good poetry, do things In the best
way possible,” was the kindly advice
which accompanied the lecture on

slang.
Exercise for Chickens.
On the theory that chickens are benefited by exercise, a Nevada man has
Invented a drinking fountain, elevated
on a platform, to which fowls must fly
to reach the water.

McKinley.
Mr. and Mrs. Watson Thurston are
visltlnft their son James, on Orr's island.
Capt. Thurston will leave on
March 15 for Boston to bring the
Osprey here for overhauling for the
coming season. The boat has had a
new engine installed.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward F. Dunbar of
Bath are receiving congratulations
on the birth of a daughter, born FebMrs. Dunbar was formerruary 22.
ly Miss Addie Stanley of this place.
Movies are discontinued until better

travelling.

Hast Sullivan
The net proceeds from
th» a
served on the day of town _0lDD'r
were *30, which will
go
fund for a new fennn
fence around ?r<l the
etery at Union church
Th Wdi"
now on deposit *146.r><! with »1re *»
of *78.
The willingness
111
helping
neiping with the dinner
M
appreciated by those in
-The young people
had an
promptu dance at the hall
Walters G. Hill, C. E
*•
15 to resume his work at
River
eline, Canada, for the
Paper Co. His mother Mrs
Hill, will stay with Mrs. Walters
liaby David at the Bar Harbor
Mrs. Lena Bunker
lv visited her former
Mrs. Mattie Bean Bragdon m
lin, for the first time since Mrs
Mr
don's marriage twenty-five
years «
Charles
Robertson
I
was recenti. ?'
*
town
He and Mrs.

tow»rTlsS
thl‘

n.__

[J1

churaettUch

V, [?h
u?
Great'Keif1"1*

Mr. and Mrs. George Miller have a
girl baby, born at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Bragg.
A nine-pound son was born to Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Black on March 7,
(Richard Arthur).
Mr. and Mrs. Teddle Morrill are in
Bangor, where Mrs. Morrill will enMr. Morrill, while
ter the hospital.
there, received the news of the danRobertson
spending the winter with yr *'•
gerous illness of his daughter BerMrs.
Nathan
!
Bunker
In Iv'<a(i
tha, of pneumonia.
!
Mr. Bunker, who haFriends of Mr. and Mrs. Seth Nick- port.
en
is Improving.
erson were grieved to learn of her seriously ill,
If any persons deserve m..a.i
death, of pneumonia, last month.
The death of Mrs. Hannah Holden which should be of gold if not
at the home of her son. Dr Freder- nuin. they are the mall carriers n,,,
this winter of severe cold
ick. in Brooklyn, N. Y.. was sad news ing
snI
almost impassable roads,
to her many friends and neighbors.
whenever
The removal of Mrs. Holden and Mrs. the train has brought the mail
Dix will be a loss to the community. make it possible. Mr. Hatch s
The home which they occupied for so has been served, if not all. in
During several days of llln
many years is for sale, and it will
master Hanna assisted Mr
Hue
seem strut ge to see it occupied by
c6'
sub-carrier.
others.
Mrs. Theodore Johnson haFourteen dollars was realized fron.
recent
the children’s social, for the new ly returned from Bangor.
has been tnklng treatment for
church.
j,.,
Saturday night th<^ mail horse got eyes. When not in the hospi:.,i
was
with
her
daughter.
Mr
floundered
In
ice
out of the road and
Fr»,i
Dllllnao
water up to its neck before being
Mias Kmeltne S. Johnson «■
hom
dragged out. The accident took
place between the cemetery rthd the June 10. 1839, died Februarv
1920.
She
was
a
house of John Knowlton, and it took
daughter
ibL
two hours' work by a number of nen late Dr. Nathaniel and rb :,,meu
Johnson.
died
She
In
Urn
to finally land the half-frozen animal
bouse
where she was born, which w;is
in Dr. Tapley's barn for the night.
built
Misses Gladys and Esther Gott are by her father and Is now owned hv
visiting Mrs. Qrace McKay, Bangor. her brother Herbert, In who. faral_
ly she made her home when
P. M.
March 15.
Ea„
Sullivan.
She kept hou-.father until this brother
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS
-cried
Miss I/elia Clark of Steuben
Whereas. The all-wise and loving
Miss
Johnson had been In falling
Father has called from our midst our
health
for some time, but her la.:
beloved brother. Willie Burns.
illness
was very brief.
In the early fart of
Resolved. That in his removal our
her life she" was much of an ir
valid
chapter mourns the loss of a faithful
but these later years she had
member, and while we humbly bow to
taken
an active part In the social
an
the All-wise, we cherish in our memory
help,
ful life of the neighborhood
the noble character of our brother.
she
leaves three brothers and tw.,
,ters
Resolved, That In honor of the memTheodore B.. Frank E.. Herb * o
ory of our brother, our charter be
Mrs. Julia A. Dyer and Mrs !' ]a
E
draped for a period of thirty dr 78.
Cole.
Two sisters, Cordelia'and Mrs
Resolved that a copy of these resoClarissa
died
Ordway.
sever.!
lutions become a part of our records, a
..aM
ago.
Mias Johnson was att.<
..,j t0
copy sent to the bereaved famll:. and
all of her nephews and nb
a copy to The Ellsworth American for
0f
whom there are a large numb,
hut
publication.
thechildren of Herbert John
-|j,.
mont, Mrs. Lueila Dunbar and Mrs.
and
Whereas. The all-wise
loving
Clarissa
Sterling—were
pat;
her
Father has called from our midst our
life and happiness.
The fun.-beloved sister. Amelia Rich.
las
held at the home Sunday ..ft.
non
Resolved. That In her removal our
Rev. A. M. Weatherbee otli,
ring
chapter mourns the loss of a faithful
The grange, of which she wa
memmember, and while we humbly bow to
sent
a
ber.
t
beautiful
floral
the All-wise, we cherish in our memiuite,
and the brothers and sisteranory the noble character of our sister.
other.
while
from
neighbor
memThat
honor
of
the
and
in
Resolved.
friends came other tokenlove
be
our
our
charter
of
sister,
draped
ory
The interment was in th- .1
n-on
for a period of thirty days.
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cemetery.
March 15.

Resolved that a copy of these resolutions become a part of our records, a
copy sent to the bereaved family, and
a copy to The Ellsworth American for

Franklin.
MEMORIAL RE.SOI.CTIo
Whereas. The Supreme n
deemed it wise to remove fr-.
midst Brother Walter L. Butler
Resolved. That Court Tub*
3255, I. O. P„ has lost a worth
ber: and be It further
Resolved, That our charter 1In mourning for thirty days

publication.
Whereas. It being the will and pleasure of the Supreme Grand Master, in
His divine wisdom, to summon our beloved brother to a lodge in that house
not made with hands, eternal In the
heavens.
Resolved. That by the death of Bro.
William A. Burns. McKinley lodge, F.
and A. M., mourns the loss of an esteemed member and a Just and upright
Mason; the family, a kind and loving
the community, a true and
son. and

copy of these resolutions 1,
the bereaved family, and a cot

The Ellsworth American

for

has
>ur

No.
Ti-

;,*d
a
to
it »n

■■

;

.i-

tion.
-o-

Hancock.
MEMORIAL RESOLUTION
Whereas. It has pleased A,
.-iuy
Ood. In His Infinite wisdom. t» r- ove

worthy citizen.
Resolved. That we extend to the bereaved family our deepest sympathy in
this affliction.
May they And comfort
in the thought that he, for whom they
mourn. Is not dead, but only gone before for a littletime.
Resolved. That our charter be draped
in mourning for a period of thirty days,
that these resolutions be spread upon
our records, a copy be sent to the bereaved family, and a copy be sent to
The Ellsworth American for publica-

from our midst a brother whom I'.imola grange and the town of H ,; ock
have alwaya loved and reveri-u
refore. be it
Resolved. That in the death of R- nry
A. Ball. Pamola grange recogn
the
loss of one of its best-known ai
net
!■-■
his
respected members, one who
.nil
faithfulness to the order, horn-

Integrity as a business man i.; ght
character as a citlsen and lot ty to
it la friends, has left behind su, I
ruths
that will be guide and teacher while
his voice is silent on earth and h- has

tion.

Bluohill.
R. M. Trafton and W. M.
Osgood attended the conference of
the Inter-church world movement at
Bangor last week.
Calls for both the republican and
are
democratic
caucuses
posted.
The republicans will meet in the voting room of the town hall. Friday
evening at 7 o'clock, and the democrats on Saturday evening at the
same hour.
The Horace K. Duffy post of the
American Legion is steadily increasing in membership. Nearly every
branch of the service is now represented on the roll, including three
two
from
the
American
nurses,
army and one from the English.
The post plans to present a play
early in the summer.
About fifty friends and neighbors
of F. L. Mason and wife gave Mr.
Mason
a
birthday surprise party.
A most enjoyable evening
March 6.
Rev.

was

H.

-o-

!.
passed to another and better wResolved. That a copy of thee r. solutions be sent to the family and to
The Ellsworth American for put- ration. and that our charter be drop- -l in
mourning for the UBual length of me.

“C. Q. D."
The steamship lb-public, an American liner, was rammed ami su:
hy
the steamship Florida, near Nanto'ket
The
lightship on January 28, 1901*.
,ut
Marconi operator. Jack Blnns
the “C. Q. D„" the code sign;., d en
used In calling for aid, and several

steamships

quickly

answer.

and

~G1
steamed to the spot.
They saw
"f
This was the fir*!
persons.
wireless to save lives of pa»- ■-•■r*
on nn ocean liner.
By a strange coincidence this event happened ”ti the
eve of the seventy-first anniversary of
the day on which Sntuuel Morse first

spent.

One

of the most pleasing social
publicly exhibited npd demonstrated
of the season was the party
"w
his code of “dots and dashes"
given by Mrs. Chase Barker and Mrs.
The
P. T. Moore, Feb. 27.
In spite of known ns the Morse alphabet.
the bad traveling, seventy guests exhibition took place at the New York
|
were present. The program included
university on January 24. 1838.
a victrola concert, piano duet by Mrs.
-oE. L. Linscott and Mrs. N. F. TwinEnglish Judges’ Robes.
ing. solo. Rev. R. M. Trafton, vocal
There Is as much difference In the
trio, Mrs. E. L. Osgood, Mrs. Barker
and Miss Ethel Stover and readings gowns worn by British legal lights as
by W. H. Osgood and Mrs. Florence there Is in their wigs. The robes of a
Merrill.
I high court Judge are gorgeous and imThe
met
Once-in-a-while
club
posing. They are made of rich silk and
Thursday at the Congregational trimmed with ermine. Then, too. high
parsonage and had a most enjoyable
court judges' carry, hut never wear,
time.
Miss Holt gave an interesting
large three-cornered hats. Judges who
talk on the Caney Creek community
preside over lower courts wear much
center, a most interesting experiment
Mrs. less gorgeous robes, and do not carry
among the mountain whites.
Elisa Herrick and Mrs.AndrewMoor three-cornered hats. A barrister's gown
Is made of black nlpaca or tome simserved delicious refreshments. Quite
ilar muterin! known as “stuff" ln
a substantial sum is being raised to
send to Rev. Joseph Beach for relief the
only
Is
It
legal profession.
work in Armenia.
The money will when a barrister has become a K. C.
be sent soon, so all who would like
For
that he may don a gown of silk.
to help should hand the money to I
this reason a king’s counsel is often
Mrs. Herrick as soon as possible.
referred to as a “silk.”
S.
March 15.
events

|

|

I

